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ABSTRACT
Initial breakdown pulses (IBPs) observed at the beginning of cloud-to-ground (CG) light-
ning flashes and stepped leaders that followed IBPs were modeled using multi-sensor electric field
change (E-change) measurements. This study uses data collected with a network of ten E-change
sensors located at Kennedy Space Center.
Locations (x, y, z, t) of IBPs were found using a time-of-arrival technique called PBFA.
Location errors were determined from Monte Carlo simulations and were usually less than 100 m
for horizontal coordinates and several hundreds of meters for altitude. Comparison of PBFA source
locations to locations from a VHF lightning mapping system shows that PBFA locates most of the
‘classic’ IBPs while the VHF system locates only a few percent of them. As the flash develops
during the IB stage, PBFA and the VHF system obtain similar locations when they detect the
same IBPs. PBFA also can reliably locate the IBPs of intra-cloud flashes and return stroke (RS)
locations.
PBFA locations were used as constraints to model six ‘classic’ IBPs using three modified
transmission line (MTL) models (MTLL–linearly decaying current, MTLE–exponentially decay-
ing current, MTLEI–exponentially increasing current) from the literature and a new model, MTLK,
with the current following the Kumaraswami distribution. All four models did a good job of model-
ing all six IBPs; the MTLE model was most often the best fit. It is important to note that for a given
pulse, there is good agreement between the different models on a number of parameters: current
risetime, current falltime, two current shape factors, current propagation speed, and the IBP charge
moment change. Ranges and mean values of physical quantities found are: current risetime [4.8–
25, (13±6)] µs, current falltime [15–37, (25±6)] µs, current speed [0.78–1.8, (1.3±0.3)]×108 m/s
(excluding one extreme case of MTLEI), channel length [0.20–1.6, (0.6±0.3)] km, charge moment
[0.015–0.30, (0.12±0.10)] C km, peak current [16–404, (80±80)] kA , and absolute average line
ii
charge density [0.11–4.7, (0.90±0.90)] mC/m. Currents in the MTLL and MTLE models deposit
negative charge along their paths and the mean total charges deposited (Qtot) were -0.35 and -
0.71 C. MTLEI currents effectively deposited positive charge along their paths with Qtot = 1.3 C.
MTLK is more special regarding how it handles the charges. Initially, along the lower current path,
negative charge is deposited and positive charge is deposited onto its upper path making the over-
all charge transfer almost zero, (Qtot = 3.8×10−5). Because of this the MTLK model apparently
obeys conservation of charge (without making that a model constraint).
Two stepped leaders were modeled to match multiple E-change measurements. Time evo-
lution and 2-D locations of stepped leaders were obtained from data collected with a high-speed
video camera operated at 50,000 frames/s. The Lu et al. (2011) TDMD (time dependent mul-
tidipole) model was used with some modifications. Negative charges were deposited at stepped
leader tips based on measured light intensity, and positive charges were deposited at PBFA/LDAR2
locations of IBPs where the stepped leaders probably started. The method has unique advantage of
obtaining locations of CG stepped leaders including its branches, unlike previous studies that used
simpler paths. Some physical quantities calculated for both stepped leaders: average line charge
density = -1.49 and -0.813 mC/m, average current = 0.39 and 0.38 kA, average 2-D stepped leader
speed 2.67 and 4.8×105 m/s. These quantities are in excellent agreement with previous studies.
iii
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
This dissertation is a study of several aspects of lightning; the following brief overview of
lightning is based on a review of lightning research by Rakov and Uman (2003). A common type of
lightning flash is the negative cloud-to-ground (CG) flash, which effectively lowers negative charge
from a thundercloud to the ground. CG flashes begin with a series of bipolar pulses, called initial
breakdown pulses (IBPs), that occur during the first few milliseconds of the flash. After the IBPs
end, a negative stepped leader (a self-propagating electrical discharge which makes a conducting
path called a channel) begins moving downward towards the ground. The stepped leader has a
speed of order 105 m/s and extends in a series of discrete 50 m steps, leaving negative charges
along its path. Usually a stepped leader splits into multiple branches as it descends (see Figure 1.2).
When one of the stepped leader branches reaches the ground, the first return stroke (RS) occurs.
The first RS is a large current surge ( 30 kA) that propagates up into the cloud along the winning
stepped leader channel. The RS travels at approximately half the speed of light, removes the
charges previously deposited on the stepped leader channels and also (essentially) removes some
of the negative cloud charges. After the first RS, other interesting phenomena and subsequent RSs
can happen. This dissertation is mainly focused on the development of IBPs and stepped leaders
of negative CG flashes, though some aspects of IBPs of the other common type of lightning, the
intracloud flash, will also be included.
For decades scientists have developed and used many instruments to study lightning. The
electric field change (E-change) meter (Kitagawa and Brook (1960)) is a great tool for obtaining
remote electric field measurements of lightning; this instrument is described in Chapter 2. Since
lightning flashes are electrically active, they emit a wide range of electromagnetic radiation. A
wideband E-change measurement of a typical negative CG lighting flash is shown in Figure 1.1.
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This flash occurred about 10 km from the E-change meter and had a total of 8 return strokes. The
figure shows the E-change data only up to the first RS. Initial breakdown pulses (IBPs), the stepped
leader E-change, and the first RS are marked with arrows.
IBPs appear in E-change data as bipolar pulses (Panels B and D of Figure 1.1). Many
lightning studies have been carried out using E-change sensors (e.g., Appleton and Chapman,
1937; Clarence and Malan, 1957; Kitagawa and Brook, 1960; Weidman and Krider, 1979; Beasley
et al., 1982; Gomes et al., 1998; Nag and Rakov, 2008; Nag et al., 2009) to characterize IBPs and
to understand the physics behind them. However, there are many puzzling questions left to answer
about IBPs. Scientists have yet to understand how IBPs are initiated in electric fields that seem
to be an order of magnitude weaker than dielectric breakdown field of air (Marshall et al., 1995;
Stolzenburg et al., 2007). No study has reported the locations of individual IBPs.
As mentioned earlier, the stepped leader is an extending lightning channel with multiple
paths. A typical negative CG stepped leader caught by a high-speed video camera (Chapter 2) is
shown in the Figure 1.2. Usually, E-change amplitudes of individual steps of stepped leader are
not as large as the amplitudes of IBPs, as seen by comparing Panel B to Panel D of Figure 1.1.
Proctor et al. (1988) made “radio pictures” of 47 lightning flashes that occurred in South Africa
and modeled 10 of the 47 stepped leaders. During his modeling process, Proctor used a single path
for each stepped leader based on the radio pictures. However, the video data now available indicate
that multiple stepped leader paths should be considered as in the Figure 1.2.
1.1 Objectives and motivation
The main objectives of this study are to use remote measurements and data of electric field
change meters, electric field mills, Lightning Detecting and Ranging (LDAR2), Cloud to Ground
Lightning Surveillance System (CGLSS), and high-speed video data (described in detail in Chap-
ter 2) to better understand IBPs and stepped leader propagation through multi-sensor modeling.
The results will then be compared with previous studies.
The first part of this study, finding locations of IBPs, was motivated by multi-sensor E-
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Figure 1.1: E-change record for a typical negative CG flash that occurred about 10 km from the
E-change meter named ’K02:ch3’. A–Overall plot up from beginning of the lightning flash up
to the first RS. This flash had 7 more subsequent strokes (not shown). Stages of IBPs, stepped
leader, and RS are marked. B–zoomed plot showing IBPs. Individual bipolar pulses can be seen.
C–zoomed plot of last 0.4 ms of stepped leader pulses. D–zoomed plot of biggest IBP. E–zoomed
plot around the RS.
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Figure 1.2: Picture of a typical negative CG stepped leader recorded by high-speed video cam-
era (Chapter 2). Left panel shows the original image from the camera while right panel shows
the enhanced negative image. The frame was captured about 20 µs before the RS happen. Al-
though stepped leader had multiple paths going towards ground only the brightest stepped leader
connected to the ground, and the RS took that path from the ground back into the cloud.
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change measurements made at the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)/ Kennedy
Space Center (KSC), Titusville, Florida in 2010 (Stolzenburg et al., 2012). The author used five
stations of broadband E-change sensors covering roughly 16 km×35 km to calculate the loca-
tions of IBPs. The method was further improved with more sensors in the 2011 data collection
campaign as described in Chapter 3. This chapter is based on a publication currently in press as
Karunarathne et al. (2013). Before this publication, no one has reported the (x, y, z, t) locations of
individual IBPs.
The second part of this study, modeling IBPs, was motivated by the modeling work done by
Watson and Marshall (2007); Nag and Rakov (2010a,b). These studies have used transmission line
(TL) models to model narrow bipolar pulses (NBP). Although NBPs and IBPs could be physically
different processes, the basic physics for both appears to be current traveling along a straight
conducting path. The author has used 3 modified transmission line (MTL) models from previous
studies and a new MTL model to model 6 IBPs described in Chapter 4 and Appendix E. Unlike
Watson and Marshall (2007); Nag and Rakov (2010a,b), the two main advantages of this study are:
(1) knowing the exact locations of IBPs using the method of Karunarathne et al. (2013) and (2)
having more sensors, sometimes up to 8, to match. Both of those points make better constraints
for the MTL models.
The third and the final part of this dissertation, modeling stepped leaders, was motivated
by studies of Proctor et al. (1988); Lu et al. (2011). Proctor et al. (1988) used their radio mea-
surements to find the path of stepped leader channel using time of arrival (TOA) method (called
the “radio picture”), then developed a dipole model that deposited charge along the stepped leader
to match a single E-change measurement. They applied their dipole to 10 stepped leaders. The
deposited charges of this model were kept constant or changed linearly for some cases to match
waveforms. Concerning their radio pictures, Proctor et al. (1988), “These pictures lacked the fine
detail provided by good photographs, and in particular, the heights of the lower, subcloud portions
of flashes were resolved indifferently”. One of the main objections to the Proctor et al. (1988)
method (namely having constant charge or linearly increasing charge) was improved by Lu et al.
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(2011) by introducing a ‘Time Dependent Multidipole’ (TDMD) model which allow charge and
the locations of the dipoles to change dynamically. However, they also use similar but more ad-
vance system of radio pictures ( called LMA - Lightning Mapping Array) to obtain their stepped
leader locations. The current study uses the Lu et al. (2011) TDMD model with the stepped leader
locations obtained from high-speed video data. Unlike LMA, these data provide multiple locations
(due to multiple branches) at each 20 µs time step. The exact process and comparisons to previous
modeling studies of stepped leader can be found in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 2
INSTRUMENTATION
In this chapter, the instruments and data used for this study will be explained. Information
about data collection campaigns and how the ground instruments were distributed will be given. In
particular, electric field change meter (EFCM) used will be explained in detail as it was especially
developed, customized, and built at University of Mississippi for this experiment. The other data
used, high-speed video, LDAR2, and CGLSS, will be also explained briefly.
2.1 Electric field change meter (EFCM)
2.1.1 Sensor design
An EFCM, as shown in Figure 2.1, contains two parallel plates connected to an aluminum
can. The top plate is larger than the bottom plate and grounded via a wire (seen in Figure 2.1)
connected to the metal can. The bottom plate acts as the sensor for detecting external electric
fields. The bigger top plate design makes a good shield to block rain drops from hitting the sensor
plate, thereby reducing electrical noise from rain. The top plate was supported by three cylindrical
Teflon feet to electrically isolate it from the sensing plate. The two plates were connected to,
but electrically isolated from, the aluminum can by a bigger Teflon neck. Since the Teflon-water
contact angle is much higher than 90◦, the Teflon insulators prevent leakage currents between
the plates and the can, hence stopping unwanted floating in the output voltage. Inside the Teflon
neck, a threaded metal rod connects the plates to the metal can while giving the necessary electric
connection of the sensing plate to the electronics located inside the metal can. The exact dimention
and a bill of material of this instrument can be found in Appendix A.
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Figure 2.1: Electric Field Change Meter (EFCM) and its dimensions are shown in this figure.
The figure shows an actual image of an EFCM operated at K02 site with some rough dimensions.
The “high voltage” warning label is there just to protect it from curious human beings. The exact
dimention and a bill of material of this sensor can be found in Appendix A.
At operation, the two plates of the sensor can be considered as a capacitor in an electric field.
When an external electric field is present, there will be an induced charge on the plates as well as a
voltage difference. The voltage difference between the two plates will then be amplified by a low-
noise, high-gain charge amplifier inside the metal can and explained in Appendix B. The output
voltage (∆V ) of the EFCM is proportional to the E-change (∆E). Krehbiel et al. (1979) show that
∆E is related to ∆V as follows if the time of the E-change, ∆t, is short relative to τ = RC, the
relaxation time of the amplifier circuit.
∆V =
0Aeff
C
∆E (2.1)
where 0 is the permittivity of free space, Aeff is the effective area of the sensor, and C is the
capacitance of the RC feedback of the charge amplifier circuit. It is worth noting that the effec-
tive area could be greater, equal, or smaller than the actual area A of the sensing (bottom) plate
8
Table 2.1: Flat plate antenna characteristics
Sensor Decay time constant Relative gain Bandwidth Bit depth
ch1 100 µs 10-20 1.6 kHz to 630 kHz 12
ch2 10 s 1 0.016 Hz to 2.6 MHz 12
ch3 1s 10 0.16 Hz to 2.6 MHz 12
(Krehbiel et al., 1979; Shao et al., 2006). Aeff not only depends on the size of the sensor plate
but also depends on its surroundings, such as tall buildings, towers, trees, ground texture, height
of the sensor from the ground, etc. Because of this phenomenon, the sensors at different locations
will have different relative gains even though they were constructed exactly the same manner. Nor-
mally sensors close to the ground have less sensitivity than sensors on the roof tops. From the array
of sensors used in Summer 2011, EDW sensor had the lowest sensitivity as it was on the ground
beside (within a meter) a one-story building while FLT had the highest gain because it was on the
roof of a four story building.
Choosing an appropriate sensitivity is very important for the experiment. More sensitive
sensors usually see lightning happening far away but will easily be saturated for near flashes. On
the other hand, less sensitive sensors do not saturate very easily but may not able to see fine de-
tails of distance flashes. Usually, more sensitive instruments have a better signal-to-noise ratio
that helps in resolving fine details of waveforms. Choosing appropriate gains for our experiments
are explained in more detail in Appendix B. In order to see both very close (∼30 km) and close
(∼100 km) lightning activities efficiently, we installed two slow antennas and one fast antenna hav-
ing different gains at each station. Approximate relative gains and decay time constants for those
sensors are shown in Table 2.1. The fast antenna is built into the slow antenna with a decay time
of 10 s; therefore each station has two flat-plate antenna systems as shown in Figures 2.5 and 2.6.
The amplified voltages from antennas were connected via BNC (RG58) cables to a data
acquisition card (DAQ card) in a Linux-based computer. The DAQ card was PCI-DAS4020/12
from the Measurement Computing company; it has 4 input channels and sampled all channels
simultaneously at 10 MS/s. A GPS (Synergy M12M Timing GPS, with timing accuracy σ less
than 10 ns) was connected to the computer via a serial port to synchronize timing. Separate pulse
9
Figure 2.2: Block diagram of a battery operated station.
per second (PPS) connection from GPS were also connected to a port of the DAQ card to time tag
waveforms accurately. Outputs from 10 s, 1 s, and 100 µs antennas are connected to the channels
1, 2, and 3 (Ch1, Ch2,and Ch3) of the DAQ card, respectively. The block diagram in Figure 2.2
shows a simplified representation of a battery powered sensor system.
Data from the three sensors were digitized in two modes, continuous and triggered. In
continuous mode, 12 bit data streaming with 10 MHz speed from DAQ will be summed to 10 KHz
and then written to the hard drive of the local computer. Because of this data-summing technique,
the effective bit depths of continuous recordings are more than 21 bits. The triggered data were
recorded 10, 5, or 1 MHz; these data rates were varied for different sensors (Ch1, Ch2, and Ch3)
and on different days of the experiment. The system was software triggered by the Ch1 output
and typically recorded 0.3 s of pre-trigger data and 0.2 s of post trigger data. A floating trigger
threshold was used; the triggering technique and data summing technique (discussed above) were
similar to the techniques explained in Shao et al. (2006). All triggered data presented here will be
shown as ch1, ch2, and ch3 while continuous data will be shown as lp1, lp2, and lp3, especially in
the legends of plots.
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The Ch1, Ch2 and Ch3 antennas can be considered as broad band antennas as they have a
wide range of frequency response that is determined by the integrating OP amp used (OPA602,
see Appendix A). The lower end of the frequency response depends on the decay time constant
τ = RC and can be approximated by the equation fL = 12piRC . The estimated lower frequency
response for Ch1, Ch2, and Ch3 antennas are approximately 1.6 kHz, 0.016 Hz, and 0.16 Hz
respectively. The real experimental frequency response plots for antennas are shown in Figure 2.3.
The lower 3db frequency of Ch1 was quite close to theoretical value while that of Ch2 and Ch3
could not be determined exactly from the experiment as they are quite close to zero. The upper 3dB
frequencies were 0.63, 2.61, and 2.65 MHz respectively. Slight different between those numbers
of ch2 and ch3 could be due to build differences of chip and PCB, measurement errors, or curve
fitting errors. Useful upper 3dB frequency may be smaller than those values for Ch2 and Ch3
when the sampling frequency is 1 MHz and will be determined by the Nyquist frequency when the
sampling frequencies are 5 or 10 MHz. The upper 3dB frequency give a valuable built in low pass
filter to reduce high frequency aliasing.
In summary, the fast decay time (100 µs) antenna (ch1) is the most sensitive antenna, but
it only detects very fast changes like initial breakdown pulses, return strokes, some close stepped
leader steps, etc. It cannot see slow or electrostatic changes like stepped leader development.
Because of its higher sensitivity it can detect some lightning events > 150 km from the sensor.
The 10 s antenna (ch2) is the most insensitive antenna and give good waveforms for very close
lightning activities. Since it has a long decay time constant, it can see slow electrostatic changes
very well. On the other hand, triggered data from this antenna also detects very fast changes just
like Ch1 antenna, therefore it provides a more accurate picture of the E waveforms showing fast
pulses embedded in slow electrostatic changes. The 1 s antenna is virtually identical to 10 s antenna
except it has higher gain tuned for close lightning while having shorter decay time constant. The
Ch1, Ch2, and Ch3 antennas have useful bandwidths of 1.6 kHz – 630 kHz, 0.016 Hz – 2.6 MHz,
and 0.16 Hz – 2.6 MHz, respectively.
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Figure 2.3: Band widths of antennas.
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Figure 2.4: Google R© maps of station Locations: There were five stations in 2010 (left) and ten
stations in 2011 (right) used to collect data. The origin is the LDAR2 system’s origin. Each station
is assigned a three character identification code explained in Table 2.2.
2.1.2 Sensor distribution and maintenance
In the summers of 2010 and 2011 arrays of electric field change meters (EFCM) were de-
ployed in and around Kennedy Space Center (KSC). In 2010, there were five data collection sta-
tions covering roughly 20 km × 30 km, while in 2011 there were ten stations covering nearly a
70 km × 100 km area (Figure 2.4). Exact coordinates of station locations are shown in the Ta-
ble 2.2. Each station was equipped with two flat plate antennas containing the three sensors just
described, namely a 10 s slow antenna, a 1 s slow antenna and, a 100 µs fast antenna.
Some of the sensor sites (K02, K14, K17 and K24) are called K-sites because they were lo-
cated inside the KSC restricted area within few a meters of a KSC electric field mill (e.g., Koshak
and Krider, 1989). A snap shot of K02 site is shown in Figure 2.5. As shown in the figure, two sen-
sors were mounted on the both sides of a heavy duty metal box (roughly L = 48”,W = 24”,H = 30”).
Since no 120 v.a.c power was available for the K-sensors, they were operated with battery power.
Inside the metal box, there are two 12 V automobile batteries (connected parallel to each other)
connected to a 125 W passive cooling power inverter. The power inverter powered the LINUX
computer, an LCD monitor, and the sensors. When the battery power is not sufficient to run the
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Table 2.2: Station locations coordinates. x and y columns shows the coordinates relative to LDAR2
origin (Lat = 28.538486, Lon = -80.642633).
Name Description Latitude Longitude x (km) y (km)
K02 KSC field mill No:02 28.68763 -80.71971 -7.52 16.55
K14 KSC field mill No:14 28.57854 -80.60811 3.37 4.44
K17 KSC field mill No:17 28.56190 -80.67025 -2.70 2.63
K24 KSC field mill No:24 28.47689 -80.67485 -3.15 6.84
BCC Brevard community college, Cocoa 28.38516 -80.76188 -11.66 -17.07
EDW Edgewater airport 28.98092 -80.92647 -27.75 49.25
FFI Fairfield Inn, Titusville 28.55417 -80.85382 -20.64 15.7
FLT Florida Institute of Technology 28.06625 -80.62395 1.83 -53.01
OVD Ovedo, Florida 28.64559 -81.23012 -57.45 -11.92
STC St. Cloud Elementary School 28.23321 -81.25533 -59.92 -33.98
WSB Weather Station B, KSC 28.62448 -80.68632 -4.27 9.54
system, a relay switch will be activated to turn off the computer automatically to avoid hard shut
offs. Once the setup has finished, the monitor is removed from the power connection to avoid un-
necessary power drainage. Normally a set of fully charged batteries will power the system∼11-14
hours.
The sensor sites outside of KSC (called ‘outer sites’ herein) were normally mounted on roof
tops except EDW, which was mounted on the ground beside a building and shown in Figure 2.6.
For each of the outer sites the two sensors were mounted on a metal structure bolted to a 4’×4’
plywood board; see Figure 2.6. At each outer site the data collection computer was located in-
side the building, operated off 120 v.a.c. power, and connected to the Internet via an Ethernet
connection. Although computers were powered trough an uninterruptible power supply (UPS) to
withstand for short power outage, computers were set up to auto boot when power returned after
a long outage (longer than the UPS could handle). These sensors were working continuously and
could be fully controlled remotely. While collecting data, these computers were transferring data
to a server with RAID array at University of Mississippi via multiple secure shell (SSH) pipes. An
intelligent data transferring program was used (written in the PythonTM programming language)
which automatically suppressed or temporary shutdown the data transfer process when a heavy
trigger rate detected, thereby giving full disk priority to data collection.
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Figure 2.5: Snapshot of a K-site. This station was located within few meters of KSC field mill
No:02, which can be seen on the right. The sensors were mounted on both sides of a metal box
which contained the necessary components of the system (batteries, computer, GPS, etc).
Since K-sensors are battery powered, batteries had to be changed once they were depleted.
Each K-sensor had an extra pair of batteries charging while it was operating on a set of batteries.
Normally batteries were swapped once a day although some rare cases they were changed more
than once. K-stations were visited around 10 A.M.–2 P.M. each day by a team with a two or more
persons. They routinely swapped batteries, downloaded data collected during the previous day to
a portable hard drive, cleaned the sensors (mostly Teflon parts and occasionally sensor plates to
remove spider webs), and reset the system to collect data. On the other hand, outer sensors needed
very little maintenance as they had continuous power and could be controlled remotely. The outer
sites were visited once or twice a week to do similar maintenance work as at the K-sites except for
changing the batteries.
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Figure 2.6: Snapshot of an outer sensor. The figure shows the EDW station located on the ground
beside a building. Wires from the sensors entered the building trough a small hole; 120 v.a.c.
power, the data-collection computer, and an Internet connection were located within the building.
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2.1.3 Calibration
The main reason of distributing some sensors close to KSC field mill sites was for calibra-
tion. K-sensors were calibrated against the calibrated KSC field mills using lightning flashes with
only single return strokes, while outer sensors were calibrated using a cross calibration technique
against the K-sites. More about sensor calibrations can be found in Appendix C.
2.2 LDAR2 and CGLSS data
The KSC Lightning Detection and Ranging System II (LDAR2, also called 4DLSS) consists
of nine sensors and can find 3-D locations of VHF (center frequency 66 MHz, band width 6 MHz)
emissions from lightning (Murphy et al., 2008). Thomas et al. [2004] describe LDAR2 as a com-
mercial version of the more well-known LMA system [Rison et al., 1999].LDAR2 is capable of
mapping channel formations in both CG and IC lightning. For LDAR2 locations within 20 km (40
km) of the LDAR2 origin, horizontal position errors are estimated to be <100 m (<300 m) [Mur-
phy et al, 2008]. Murphy et al. [2008] did not report vertical location errors for LDAR2. In this
thesis, locations from LDAR2 will be used for both stepped leader modeling and IBP modeling.
LDAR data also will be used for comparison with PBFA presented in chapter 3.
The Cloud to Ground Lightning Surveillance System (CGLSS) consists of six Vaisala IM-
PACT ESPTM sensors (Wilson et al., 2009). RS waveforms from two or more sensors are used
to calculate location and peak current at a central processor in real time. More information about
CGLSS including sensor distribution map can be found in Wilson et al. (2009). According to them,
one standard deviation location confidence region error is about 250 m as reported by Ward et al.
(2008). They also estimate the 50% confidence region errors to be as 294 m. CGLSS data will be
used for PBFA comparison, PBFA peak current calibrations, and to place the reference plane for
high-speed video data in this dissertation.
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2.3 High speed video data
A Phantom 12.1 camera was used to record high-speed video (HSV) data at 50,000 frames/s.
The camera viewing area was 240×320 pixels, which is more than enough to see the propagation
of a stepped leader from cloud to ground at close distances. Because of the high data rate, the
cameras could not collect data continuously. Instead the camera ran continuously, but collected
the data only when it was triggered by an observer when a flash was observed in the camera’s
field of view. The previous 2 s of data were captured at the time of the trigger. More information
about this camera and how it was operated can be found in Warner et al. (2011); Stolzenburg et al.
(2012, 2013a). A low-speed, high-definition camera with 30 frames/second was also used to film
continuous data with a larger area of view, which provides an overview of flash development. The
high-speed camera data will be used to map stepped leader propagation (Chapter 5) and to get a
sense about PBFA, LDAR, and CGLSS locations accuracies (Chapter 3).
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CHAPTER 3
LOCATING INITIAL BREAKDOWN PULSES
The following chapter is based on Karunarathne et al. (2013). The section “Instruments
and data sources” of Karunarathne et al. (2013) has been removed since Chapter 2 of this disser-
tation includes more detailed information about instrumentation and data sources. Peak current
estimation methods are discussed in more detail in Appendix D.
3.1 Introduction
Electric field change measurements of lightning flashes usually begin with bipolar pulses
called by several names: Initial Breakdown Pulses (IBPs), preliminary breakdown pulses, charac-
teristic pulses, or beginning pulses. These pulses typically last for 20-80 µs and occur during the
first few milliseconds of the flash. Many studies have been carried out using electric field change
(E-change) sensors to understand the properties and behavior of IBPs (e.g., Appleton and Chap-
man, 1937; Clarence and Malan, 1957; Kitagawa and Brook, 1960; Weidman and Krider, 1979;
Beasley et al., 1982; Gomes et al., 1998; Nag and Rakov, 2008; Nag et al., 2009). However, in the
75 years since IBP waveforms were first recorded by Appleton and Chapman (1937), no one has
reported finding the (x, y, z) locations of IBPs , so it has been impossible to determine exactly what
part of the physical development of a flash is causing IBPs. Recently, Stolzenburg et al. (2013a)
made high speed (50,000 fps) videos of IBPs of CG flashes and compared them to E-change data.
The data show that the initial stepped leaders of the flashes produce a series of light bursts and that
each burst is associated with a downward stepped leader extension of a few hundred meters and a
coincident IBP. These video data are extremely valuable for learning about IBPs, but they are diffi-
cult to obtain: in 180 flashes, a distinct initial stepped leader was seen in only 10 flashes. Obtaining
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the location of these IB pulses should be useful toward understanding the physical processes that
produce them. The main goal of the research reported herein was to develop a network of E-change
sensors to locate IBPs and other similar pulses using a time of arrival (TOA) technique. We call
the system developed Position By Fast Antenna, or PBFA. In this paper we show that PBFA can
locate a significant number of the IBPs occurring at the beginning of lightning flashes and is also
excellent at locating return strokes of CG flashes.
3.2 Method and calculations
Time of Arrival (TOA) techniques have been used to locate lightning pulses for many decades
(e.g., Proctor, 1971; Proctor et al., 1988; Maier et al., 1995; Cummins et al., 1998, 2006; Krehbiel
et al., 1996; Thomas et al., 2001, 2004). Additional references and an excellent review of previous
work for the TOA technique can be found in Koshak and Solakiewicz (1996).
When a lightning pulse occurs, it excites antennas in different locations at different times.
Arrival time difference for two distinct locations, multiplied by wave travel speed, can produce a
hyperbola with the foci located at the antenna locations. Having at least four distinct antennas will
produce three such hyperbolas. When absent of measurement errors, these three hyperbolas yield
a unique point in space equal to the source location. Having more than four sensors improves the
location retrieval when measurement errors are present. Most of the early TOA work has been
conducted following this method and solving non-linear equations numerically to get the retrieval
locations. However Koshak and Solakiewicz (1996) introduced a method to linearize these non-
linear equations and introduced analytical solutions to get the location as well as the errors for
each coordinate. In the perfect situation, five stations produce four linear equations, and getting
analytical solutions to four unknowns (x, y, z, t) would be trivial. These authors also indicated
that this linear system “can be taken as an under- or over-determined system of equations that
can be solved using the general theory of constrained linear inversion.” Koshak and Solakiewicz
(1996) applied this method for theoretical sensor configurations: a square network having a sensor
at each corner, a triangular network having a sensor at each corner plus a fourth sensor at the
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center, and a symmetric seven-antenna network having sensors at each corner of a hexagon and
one at the center. They determined that the mean location errors were smallest for the symmetric
seven-antenna network.
3.2.1 Obtaining locations
As mentioned above, we call our TOA method PBFA. Although developed independently,
our method is essentially the same as the method used by Shao et al. [2006]. The exact algorithm
of Koshak and Solakiewicz (1996) has been coded in the MATLABTM programming language, and
the steps to utilize it can be summarized as follows. First, we load all available 5 MHz triggered
E-change data for a given flash into memory and apply a simple 100 Hz Butterworth high-pass
digital filter to remove slow E-changes like those due to continuing current. Then, the data are
cross-correlated to line up corresponding peaks in the data from the different sensor sites. Next,
we identify the arrival times of a peak at the different sensor locations. For classic bipolar IBPs
we locate the negative peak for negative CG flashes and the positive peak for normal intracloud
flashes, since these are the leading peaks in the bipolar waveform and also since they are sharper
than the opposite-polarity overshoot (Weidman and Krider, 1979). Arrival times (good to the
nearest 0.2 µs, restricted by the 5 MHz sampling rate) and sensor site locations (given by the GPS
to within 5 m) are then used with the Koshak and Solakiewicz (1996) TOA method to retrieve
(x, y, z, t) coordinates. Our coordinate system is centered at the LDAR2 origin and has x oriented
East-West, y North-South, and z upward (altitude relative to mean sea level).
Next, the (x, y, z, t) location is re-calculated using only the sensors located more than 6 km
horizontally from the event. The reason for this step is as follows: if the sensors are too close
to the event, the electrostatic and induction fields (e.g., Uman et al., 1975; Watson and Marshall,
2007) will distort the shape of the pulse and its peak location, thereby causing errors in the TOA
calculation. We used the model of Watson and Marshall (2007) to determine how close a sensor
could be to the event without having near field effects distort the pulse peak time; the result was
roughly 6 km horizontally from the event (though this value is only an estimate since it depends
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on the event details such as propagation speed and current risetime).
As a final step, we optimized the results using the ‘Levenburg-Marquardt’ algorithm (e.g.,
Thomas et al., 2004). We call the above sequence of calculations “Method 1”.
“Method 2” begins with the result of Method 1 before the optimization and then re-calculates
the z coordinate. We use a different method to estimate the z coordinate because the arrival times
at closer sensors are more sensitive to the altitude of the source, as discussed by Betz et al. (2004).
As the distance between a sensor and a source increases, the arrival time does not change much
if the altitude is changed from one value to another. For example, a pulse that occurs at 5 km
altitude would arrive at a sensor 100 km away after about 333.7 µs; if the pulse occurred at 0 km
altitude it would arrive at the same sensor after about 333.3 µs, making only a 0.4 µs arrival time
difference (or 2 of the 0.2 µs sample intervals) between the two cases. On the other hand, if a
similar calculation were done for a sensor only 30 km away, the arrival time difference would be
1.4 µs (or 7 of the 0.2 µs sample intervals), which is more prominent. Thus, for re-calculation of
the z coordinate we use all the sensors available within 6 – 30 km. In cases where there are no
sensors within this range, no re-calculation of the altitude can be done (so the altitude from Method
1 is used).
We perform error calculations for both methods using a Monte Carlo algorithm as described
in the following section. For both methods we calculate reduced chi-squared (χ2ν) for the arrival
times of the calculated event (x, y, z, t) at the stations to determine the goodness of fit. Finally, we
compare results of the locations, errors, and χ2ν from Methods 1 and 2 to insure that both methods
are in reasonable agreement. If the agreement is good, then we record the solution with the lower
χ2ν value.
3.2.2 Error estimations
PBFA location errors come from two main sources, arrival time errors and sensor location
errors; these can be identified as random errors and systematic errors, respectively. Since the
GPS gives the location of stations to within 5 m accuracy, our largest source of error is in the
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arrival time; an error of one sampling interval (0.2 µs) is equivalent to 60 m. Therefore we neglect
the systematic station location errors and focus on the random timing errors. The timing errors
depend critically on the ability of our sensors (with the bandwidths shown in Table 1) to reproduce
the E-change pulse faithfully so that the pulse peak is correct. Another important factor is the data
sampling rate: is it fast enough to locate the pulse peak correctly? Nag et al. (2009) show examples
of classic IBPs recorded with a bandwidth of 16 Hz – 10 MHz, sampling intervals of 4 or 10 ns,
and 8-bit digitizer. Our classic IBPs (recorded with a bandwidth of 0.16 Hz – 2.6 MHz, sampling
intervals of 200 ns, and 12-bit digitizer) look identical to their classic IBPs. We conclude that our
E-change sensors are capable of reproducing all of the significant details of IBPs and therefore of
providing good PBFA locations.
We use a Monte-Carlo method to estimate location errors resulting from random errors in
arrival times; this method was derived independently but seems identical to the location error
simulation used by Shao et al. (2006). Given a source at a known location, one can calculate arrival
times at each sensor location. Then a random Gaussian error with σ = ±(0.5 × time resolution)
was introduced to each arrival time. Next, these arrival times are used to calculate the location
using the same algorithms as described above. After 1000 iterations, the standard deviations of the
difference between each calculated position and the actual position were considered as estimates
of the error for each (x, y, z, t) coordinate.
Since the sensors are widely spread over a nearly 70 km × 100 km area, PBFA errors for
the horizontal coordinates are usually less than 100 m close to KSC. On the other hand, in Florida
the altitude variation of ground-based sensors is small, so the errors for the altitude estimation are
larger. It is also worth noting that for events at the same horizontal position, the estimated altitude
errors are larger for lower event altitudes. Figure 3.1 shows the PBFA altitude error estimations
for sources occurring 5 and 10 km above the ground. The smallest z errors occur within 10 km
horizontally of the LDAR2 origin, where they are less than 300 m (150 m) for event altitudes of
5 km (10 km). Beyond about 30 km horizontally the z errors are greater than 1000 m (500 m) for
event altitudes of 5 km (10 km). To generate the plots in Figure 3.1, we assumed that all eight E-
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change sensors were available for the TOA calculations described above. However, in reality, some
sensors might have saturated or not have triggered on a particular flash. In such cases, the errors
might be larger. The actual errors of an event location will depend on several factors, including
which sensors are used in the PBFA calculation, the signal-to-noise of the sensors for that event,
the time resolution of the data, and the relative pulse location in space.
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Figure 3.1: Estimated altitude errors for pulses located using E-change data. The altitude errors
are color coded according to magnitude. The top plots show a smaller area while the bottom plot
shows a wider area near KSC. These plots are for pulses occurring at 5 km altitude assuming all 8
sensors contribute to the calculation. Left and right plots shows the error calculations done using
the methods 1 and 2 respectively. The origin of these plots coincides with LDAR2 origin shown
in Figure 2.4. Plots for pulses occurring at 10 km altitude look essentially identical except the z
errors are uniformly smaller by approximately a factor of 2. As per our algorithm, we do not use
any sensor within 6 km horizontal radius to calculate altitudes. The artifacts produced due to this
can be seen as a 6 km shaded area around some sensors.
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3.2.3 Peak current estimations
The E-change data can also be useful in estimating peak currents associated with return
strokes (RSs) and other fast pulses. At this time LDAR2 does not report peak current (or VHF
power) for detected sources. CGLSS does report the peak currents of every return stroke it de-
tects (e.g., Wilson et al., 2009). We use the method described by Shao et al. (2006) to estimate
peak currents of RSs. (Additional discussion of peak current estimation methods are found in Ap-
pendix D.) As discussed in Shao et al. (2006), extending the peak current estimations to IBPs “is
not necessarily valid,” and “should be treated only as rough estimates.” Such estimates might be
useful in identifying large-amplitude IBPs.
3.3 Results
In this section we show PBFA location estimates of IBPs for a typical negative CG flash and a
typical IC flash. These locations will be compared with the LDAR2 data in the same IB time period.
However, a caveat on this comparison (discussed below) is that we cannot be completely certain
that our PBFA event is the same event detected by LDAR2. Hence we also compare PBFA return
stroke locations to those from CGLSS, since we can be certain that both systems are detecting
the same events in this case. Lastly, we compare the PBFA and CGLSS return stroke locations to
ground-truth data obtained with the HSV camera.
3.3.1 IB pulses of a CG flash
CG flashes initiate with a short and very intense train of IBPs. For our example we have
chosen the negative CG flash shown in Figure 3.2. This flash occurred about 9.5 km west and
6 km north of the LDAR2 origin and triggered all eight sensors for which we have 5 MHz data.
Figure 3.3, upper panel, shows the E-change versus time for the eight sensors used for PBFA
locations. In the E-change data the flash has 23 classic and more than 156 narrow IBPs during
the first 5 ms (Figure 3.2). The TOA method applied to the E-change data allowed us to calculate
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PBFA locations of 66 of the 179 pulses, including almost all of the classic IBPs, which are typically
the largest amplitude IBPs in CG flashes. The χ2ν values were calculated for the arrival times; all
χ2ν values were less than 2 for all the 66 PBFA locations. During the IB stage of this flash, LDAR2
located only 5 VHF sources. Since no fast pulse was seen in our E-change data at the time of
the fifth of these LDAR2 sources, only 4 of them were roughly collocated with IBPs, for an IBP
relative detection efficiency of about 2%. A similar analysis of another 15 CG flashes showed that
LDAR2 VHF sources were roughly coincident (to within ±5 µs) with 97 of more than 1700 IBPs
for a relative detection efficiency of <6%. Since the IBPs that we counted were easily seen in our
E-change data (meaning they had significant amplitudes in the bandwidth of our E-change sensors),
it is hard to imagine that the lack of LDAR2 sources was due to lack of LDAR2 sensitivity unless
the IBPs did not radiate significantly in the LDAR2 VHF bandwidth. Based on the number of
IBPs located (especially the large-amplitude classic IBPs), we see that PBFA provides much more
information about IBPs and therefore about CG flash development in the IB stage than LDAR2.
Although LDAR2 located only 5 VHF sources during the IB stage of the CG flash in Fig-
ure 3.2, we compare them with the PBFA events as a test of the PBFA location algorithm. Fig-
ure 3.3, middle panel, displays E-change at the K14 sensor and the altitudes of the 66 PBFA and
4 LDAR2 events in the first 1.6 ms of the IB stage of the CG flash. Average values of the PBFA
location errors for IPBs were 70 m, 50 m, and 250 m for x, y, and z directions respectively. LDAR2
location errors for this flash were similar, approximately 100 m in the horizontal and 250 m in the
z direction [Murphy et al., 2008; Thomas et al., 2004]. We focus on the 4 LDAR2/PBFA pairs
that were roughly coincident with 4 IBPs in the E-change data. Figure 3.3 shows that the pairs
were also roughly coincident in altitude (within the altitude error bars). Figure 3.4 shows the (x,
y) locations of the PBFA and PBFA events. The 4 LDAR2/PBFA pairs are connected by lines; the
pairs are quite close (within the location error bars) to each other and to the other IBPs located by
PBFA. Detailed comparisons of the LDAR2 (x, y, z, t) locations relative to the PBFAs are shown
in Table 3.1.
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Figure 3.2: E-change, LDAR2, and CGLSS data versus time for a negative CG flash that occurred
about 10 km north-west of the LDAR2 origin beginning at 21:33:56.333 UT on 14 August 2011.
(Top panel) Calibrated Ch3 E-change data (left vertical axis) from K02 site. This flash had eight
return strokes, but only data from initial breakdown (IB) to the first return stroke (20 ms) are
shown. LDAR2 source altitudes are plotted (right vertical axis) as black dots. Times of LDAR2
and CGLSS points were adjusted to include the propagation time to K02 sensor. IB occurred in
the first 5 ms of the flash and had at least 179 IBPs and 5 LDAR2 source locations. (Middle Panel)
E-change of IBPs (magenta dots) detected by K02 Ch1. In this plot ‘A’ and ‘B’ mark examples of
“narrow” and “classic” IBPs respectively. (Bottom left panel) Expanded view of the narrow IBP
marked ‘A’ in middle panel. (Bottom right panel) Expanded view of the classic IBP marked ‘B’ in
middle panel.
Table 3.1: Comparison between PBFA and closely occurring LDAR2 sources for the CG flash. All
the ∆values are relative to the corresponding PBFA source.
LDAR2 No. IBP type ∆t (µs) ∆x (m) ∆y (m) ∆z (m)
1 narrow 0.0 110 50 0
2 classic -1.9 -10 -20 480
3 narrow -2.0 120 280 -290
4 classic -0.7 -150 50 -240
5 not seen NA NA NA NA
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Figure 3.3: (Upper panel) E-change data (versus time) from 8 sensor sites used to calculate PBFA
locations of IBPs of the CG flash shown in Figure 3.2. Data are offset for easier viewing. (Middle
panel) First 1.6 ms of K14 data including first four LDAR2 (black dots) sources and all 66 PBFA
sources (red dots) showing more detail of the individual pulses. The first LDAR2 source is circled
since it is hidden by a PBFA source. (Bottom panels) The expanded waveforms around first 3
LDAR2 sources for K14 sensor. (Axes are similar to above panels). The times of the LDAR2 and
PBFA sources were adjusted to include propagation time to K14 sensor.
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Figure 3.4: Horizontal positions (relative to LDAR2 origin) of PBFA sources (diamonds) and
LDAR2 sources (dots with black circles) for the first 1.6 ms of the negative CG flash shown in
Figure 3.3. The occurrence time of the sources is color-coded. The small square region in the inset
figure has been expanded to generate the main plot. Black stars in the inset figure show some of the
sensors. A black line connects the PBFA source that is closest in time to each LDAR2 source; the
horizontal distance between these LDAR2/PBFA pairs were 130, 170, 50, and 200 m respectively
in time. Overall, the PBFA locations indicate that the flash propagated from northwest to southeast.
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The lower three panels of Figure 3.3 show expanded views of the first three LDAR2/PBFA
pairs. The first LDAR2 source was at exactly the same altitude and time as the PBFA location of the
corresponding IB pulse (a narrow, non-classic IBP); the slight difference in arrival time at the K14
sensor was due to the slight difference in (x, y) positions. The fourth pair (not shown) is similar to
the first. For each of the other two pairs shown in the lower panels of Figure 3.3, the LDAR2 event
precedes the peak of the IBP by about 2 µs, which is larger than timing uncertainties (0.075 µs
for LDAR2 and 0.2 µs for PBFA). There are at least two possible reasons for the time difference
found for these two pairs: (a) it is real, meaning LDAR2 and PBFA are locating different events
that are closely located in space and time (and may, therefore, be causally related to each other) or
(b) it is an artifact caused by the physical length of each IBP. The second possibility is based on
the fact that LDAR2 is known to have larger uncertainties when locating events longer than its RF
wavelength of 5 m (Thomas et al., 2004) , combined with the finding of Stolzenburg et al. (2013a)
that classic IBPs of CG flashes are associated with currents a few hundred meters long. In either
case, we conclude that the 4 LDAR2/PBFA locations of IBPs were in good agreement.
As seen in the middle panel of Figure 3.3, the PBFA locations of fast pulses within each
classic IBP show a general downward trend with time for the IB stage of this CG flash. We have
determined the PBFA locations of classic IBPs in 4 additional CG flashes from Aug. 14, 2011;
in these flashes the PBFA locations also show a general downward trend with time. Based on the
negative polarity of the fast pulses at sensors beyond the reversal distance (Rakov and Uman, 2003)
and the pulses’ downward development, these pulses are likely associated with the downward
motion of negative charge. Although the PBFA and LDAR2 sources during the IB period of CG
flashes move along close to each other, descending with time and propagating horizontally together,
the PBFA data show this motion in more detail. Based on high speed video and E-change data,
Stolzenburg et al. (2013a) found that the activity during the IB period of CG flashes is mainly
repeated ‘initial leader’ extensions with each individual extension (of 100-300 m) associated with
a classic IBP. The E-change, PBFA, and LDAR2 comparisons above seem to indicate that narrow
IB pulses occur throughout the IB period and may initiate initial leader extensions and associated
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classic IBPs, but are mainly occurring at times other than when classic IBPs occur.
Because a classic IBP has a linear channel a few hundred meters long (Stolzenburg et al.,
2013a), the meaning of the PBFA location is uncertain. In order to understand the meaning of the
real position calculated with PBFA, we used the Watson and Marshall (2007) model to generate
waveforms at each of our sensor locations due to exponentially decreasing current (Thottappillil
et al., 1997) moving vertically upward along a 300 m channel at a known location; this choice fits
the observation of IB initial leader extensions of CG flashes (Stolzenburg et al., 2013a). Then we
applied the same TOA technique to obtain the PBFA location. The resulting PBFA location was
at the bottom of the channel where the current was the maximum. We did similar modeling for
linearly decreasing (Rakov and Dulzon, 1987), linearly increasing, and exponentially increasing
currents (Watson and Marshall, 2007) moving both vertically upward and downward; for each of
these current surges, the PBFA location corresponded to the location of the peak current. However,
for a constant current, the PBFA location was not uniquely defined, changing when we changed
parameters in the model like initial and final heights, current direction, (x, y) location, etc. Based
on these modeling results, we assume that PBFA is locating the peak current location of a long
channel if the PBFA location has an acceptable χ2ν (less than 2).
3.3.2 IB pulses of an IC flash
Compared to CG flashes,IC flashes usually have fewer IBPs. In addition, the time between
IBPs of IC flashes is typically much longer and the average duration of individual pulses is larger
(Kitagawa and Brook, 1960; Weidman and Krider, 1979). The long interval between pulses makes
it easy to identify them at separate sensors, but their slow risetimes makes the peaks not so well
defined at all the sensors. The example IC flash we have chosen occurred about 13 km west and
12 km north from LDAR2 origin at 21:35:30.26 UT on 14 August 2011. The IB portion of the
flash can be seen in Figure 3.5. Since this flash happened within 20 km of the LDAR2 origin, and
the event altitudes were relatively high, the altitude errors of the flash were smaller than in the CG
flash example shown above. Position errors were approximately 100 m, 60 m, and 160 m for x, y,
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Figure 3.5: Similar to Figure 3.3, but showing a portion of calibrated E-change data for the IB
stage of IC flash at 21:35:30.2665 UT on 14 August 2011. The altitude estimations from PBFA
(red dots), and LDAR2 (black dots) have been adjusted to include the propagation time to K24
sensor. The upper panel shows first 15 ms of data of all the sensors used to calculate PBFA points
while the lower panel displays 1 ms of K24 data including the biggest IBP shown in the upper
panel followed by 3 shorter-duration classic IBPs.
and z respectively. We were able to estimate PBFA locations for most of the IBPs in the E-change
data. During first 15 ms, LDAR2 located 8 sources while PBFA located 14 sources with χ2ν less
than 2. Of the 8 LDAR2 events, only the 3rd, 6th, and 8th were roughly coincident with IBPs in
the E-change data; there were no E-change pulses at the times of the other 5 LDAR2 events.
The 3rd LDAR2 source occurred at the time of a small, fast E-change (not locatable with
PBFA) which was a part of a classic IBP located by PBFA. As explained in section 4.1, we believe
that the LDAR2 source either was slightly mis-located because of IBP event was longer than 5 m,
or it may have caused a shorter, smaller current surge that led on to a longer, larger classic IBP.
The other two LDAR2 sources (6th and 8th in the upper panel of Figure 3.5) show very small
fast E-changes (i.e., narrow IBPs) on some sensors which were not big enough for us to obtain
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Figure 3.6: Similar to Figure 3.4 but showing the horizontal locations of PBFA (diamonds) and
LDAR2 (dots) for the first 15 ms of the IC flash that occurred at 21:35:30.2665 UT on 14 August.
PBFA locations. The horizontal plan-view of PBFA and LDAR2 locations together (Figure 3.6)
shows that the IBPs were initially clustered near (-14 km, 12 km), then propagated northeast.
Despite the fact that there were few coincident LDAR2/PBFA sources during the IB stage of this
IC flash, the LDAR2 and PBFA sources moved upward together (Figure 3.5) and horizontally
together (Figure 3.6) in the same small region of the cloud. The similar flash development indicated
by LDAR2 and PBFA sources shows that the PBFA locations are in agreement with the LDAR2
locations.
We performed a coincidence analysis for LDAR2 event times and E-change data peaks for
15 IC flashes. There were 585 IBPs and only 199 LDAR2 sources: 13 (6%) of the LDAR2 points
were close (within ±5 µs) to classic IBPs, 107 (54%) were close to narrow IBPs, and 79 (40%) of
LDAR2 points occurred without any detected IBP in the E-change data. These results are similar
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to the findings of the similar analysis (above) for CG flashes.
As seen in Figure 3.5, the PBFA locations of fast pulses within each classic IBP show a
general upward trend with time for this IC flash. We have determined the PBFA locations of
classic IBPs in 7 additional IC flashes from Aug. 14, 2011; in these flashes the PBFA locations
also show a general upward trend with time. Based on the positive polarity of the fast pulses at
sensors beyond the reversal distance and the pulses’ upward development, the pulses are likely
associated with the upward motion of negative charge.
3.3.3 Return stroke locations
In most cases, LDAR2 does not locate a source at the same time as an IBP seen in the
E-change data. Therefore, in the above section we compared the locations of nearly coincident
LDAR2/PBFA events (within ±5 µs), which showed that the PBFA locations are within 200 m
horizontally and 200-500 m vertically from the LDAR2 sources. However, a direct comparison can
be made when two systems are locating the same event. To accomplish this, we compared return
stroke (RS) locations obtained from CGLSS to the corresponding PBFA RS locations. Figure 3.7
shows the comparison of x, y coordinates (relative to LDAR2 origin) for 2627 RSs that occurred
within a 50 km radius from the LDAR2 origin on August 14, 2011. These RSs are not all the
ones that happened on that day within 50 km radius, but just a subset of those which triggered
all 8 E-change sensors. For each RS included in the comparison, we required that the RS time
agreed to within±0.5 ms, then for each flash we plotted in Figure 3.7 the PBFA x value versus the
CGLSS x value; a similar comparison plot was done for the RS y values.Ideally, the best fit line for
both plots in Figure 3.7 should have a slope of 1. For the x coordinate comparison the slope was
approximately 1.017 while for the y it was 0.990. The correlation coefficients for both coordinates
were also quite close to 1.00. Histograms of temporal and spatial difference between the RS located
by the two systems are also shown in Figure 3.7 along with their statistics. From these comparisons
to CGLSS locations, we conclude that PBFA reliably finds return stroke locations. This result is
not surprising, since Shao et al. (2006) showed that LASA, which is quite similar to PBFA, “can
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Figure 3.7: Left figures show the x, y coordinate comparisons of RS locations obtained by PBFA
and CGLSS for 2627 return strokes that occurred within 50 km of the LDAR2 origin on August
14, 2011. The best fit line for both x and y shows the slope close to 1.00 with good correlation.
Right figures show the temporal and spatial difference between RSs located by the two systems
along with their statistics. Inset figures of right figures are the zoomed versions of the tails of the
corresponding figures.
easily pinpoint the ground strike points of return strokes.”
During the data acquisition period, we recorded a number of CG flashes with the HSV
camera (at 50 k images per second). To directly compare the PBFA return stroke locations to the
HSV data, we use photogrammetry. The calculated PBFA location for one RS in a flash is used as a
reference point to define the camera’s image plane: the image plane is then assumed to go through
the reference point and is assumed perpendicular to the line connecting the camera location and
the reference point. The other PBFA locations for the other return strokes are then projected onto
this plane. The distance difference from the video return stroke to the projected PBFA location
onto the plane will be called the projection error. Since the camera shows a 2-D picture, location
errors perpendicular to the plane of the picture are not seen in this analysis. As an additional check,
CGLSS return stroke locations are also included on the video images.
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Figures 3.8 – 3.10 show individual frames for the CG flash at 21:33:56.333 UT (discussed
above and shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3) along with the projected PBFA and CGLSS data. Fig-
ure 3.8 also includes comparison plots of the CGLSS and PBFA (x, y) locations of the eight RSs.
Table 3.2 shows the PBFA and CGLSS (x, y) locations of each RS along with the number of
sensors used in obtaining the PBFA and CGLSS locations, the peak current estimations, location
difference between PBFA and CGLSS, and projection error. The fifth return stroke was chosen as
the reference point, since the PBFA and CGLSS positions were close to the same. The flash had
eight RSs and five separate ground connections. The top panel of Figure 3.8 shows seven of the
eight RSs. The fourth return stroke is excluded from Figure 3.8 because it connected approximately
3.3 km to the right of the first return stroke and had more horizontal structure than the other RSs.
The fourth RS is shown in Figure 3.9. Projection errors from PBFA were estimated at 0–183 m
with an average of 49 m for this flash. Projection errors from CGLSS were estimated to 0–200 m
with 110 m average. An overview of this flash along with LDAR2, PBFA, and CGLSS events is
shown in Figure 3.10 and indicates good correlation between the calculated source positions and
the visually-observed paths of the flash. Overall, both the CGLSS and PBFA RS locations are in
good agreement with the “ground truth” video RS locations. The inter-comparison of CGLSS and
PBFA locations for individual RSs are also reasonable. According to the video data, the last 4 RSs
of this flash had the same ground connection. Perhaps the best test of the ability of PBFA to locate
RSs is seen in the (x, y) comparison plots in Figure 3.8, especially the locations of RSs 5-8, all
four of which should have the same location. It is easy to see that the PBFA locations of these 4
RSs make a tighter cluster than the CGLSS locations. This finding should not be surprising, since
Table 3 shows that PBFA used 7 or 8 sensors in determining the locations while CGLSS used only
4 sensors. PBFA usually uses all of its sensors for RS locations because the RS pulse amplitude is
usually quite large and therefore is easily seen by all sensors.
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Table 3.2: Location comparison from video imagery of the eight return strokes for the CG flash
at 21:33:53.333 UT, 14 August 2011. Second column N shows the number of stations used to
calculate the locations. Loc. Diff. means location difference between the PBFA and CGLSS
locations while Proj. Diff. means projection difference, which is the distance difference along
the video frame between the visual RS location and the projected PBFA and CGLSS locations as
shown in Figures 3.8–3.10.
RS N x (km) y (km) Peak Curr (kA) Loc. Diff. (m) Proj. Diff (m)
1 - PBFA 8 -9.07 5.37 -14.6 590 0
1 - CGLSS 4 -9.66 5.43 -29.9 200
2 - PBFA 8 -10.09 4.93 -23.6 760 0
2 - CGLSS 4 -10.66 4.96 -32.7 -127
3 - PBFA 8 -9.54 6.19 -23.1 270 117
3 - CGLSS 4 -9.80 6.26 -27.3 0
4 - PBFA 8 -9.34 2.10 -18.4 450 -183
4 - CGLSS 4 -9.79 2.12 -28.0 -184
5 - PBFA 8 -9.68 5.92 -17.3 300 REF
5 - CGLSS 4 -9.98 5.92 -23.2 56
6 - PBFA 7 -9.63 6.08 -13.8 360 0
6 - CGLSS 4 -9.98 5.98 -18.9 32
7 - PBFA 7 -9.56 6.08 -16.4 480 0
7 - CGLSS 4 -9.11 6.26 -21.9 83
8 - PBFA 7 -9.59 5.99 - 6.1 220 90
8 - CGLSS 4 -9.79 5.89 -18.4 167
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Figure 3.8: Top panel: Individual video frames (20 µs exposure) showing (from left to right)
return strokes 1-3 and 5-8 of the CG flash shown in Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4. PBFA (red dots) and
CGLSS (green dots) return stroke locations have been mapped to the images as described in the
text. Each video frame is 80 x 190 pixels (width vs. height); for this flash the square video pixels
are approximately 31 m on a side. The flash had eight RSs with five separate ground connections.
Strokes 5,6, 7 and 8 had the same ground connection and appear to re-illuminate the same path to
the cloud. The fourth RS location was 3.3 km to the right of the first return stroke and is shown in
Figure 3.9. Bottom left panel: (x, y) locations of PBFA and CLGSS for the 8 RSs. Dashed lines
show the direction of the camera from the reference RS. Bottom right panel: Zoomed version of
the square region showing in the left panel. The PBFA locations of strokes 5-8 which had the same
ground connection were circled. Detailed location comparisons along with projection errors for all
RSs can be found in Table 3.2
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Figure 3.9: Similar to Figure 3.8, but showing the fourth return stroke of the CG flash shown
in Figure 3.10. The image is a single complete video frame (320x240 pixels) that occurred four
frames (80-100 µs) after the start of the 4th RS. The image shows several branches illuminated
during the continuing current. The return stroke originally propagated upward from the ground
and then moved to the left to the region where the IBPs occurred. The CGLSS (green square) and
PBFA (red dot) locations both had the same projection error of about 180 m, though they were
separated by 450 m horizontally (see Table 3.2).
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Figure 3.10: Integrated image combining the individual frames from Figure 3.8–3.9. The PBFA
(red dots), LDAR2 (black and cyan dots), and CGLSS (green squares) locations for this flash are
projected onto the image. The PBFAs include only 41 IBPs and 8 return strokes; the LDAR2s
include 5 sources (black) that occurred during the IB period. The additional LDAR2 sources
(cyan) associated with stepped leaders are included to show that their projection closely follows
the lightning path.
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3.4 Conclusions
As described herein we have developed a system called PBFA (Position By Fast Antenna)
that uses an array of E-change meters together with a TOA technique to obtain the locations of
initial breakdown pulses (IBPs) of lightning flashes. We tested the PBFA locations of IBPs by
comparing them to the relatively few LDAR2 locations of IBPs and found good agreement between
the two systems. PBFA can locate most or all classic IBPs of both CG and IC flashes.
In addition to classic IBPs, PBFA can also locate some narrow IPBs, which we define as
having durations less than 10 µs (although the original definition of Nag et al. (2009) was less than
4 µs). We have also shown that PBFA can be used to determine return stroke (RS) locations. PBFA
has the following characteristics:
1. It uses data from a network of 10 E-change sensor sites that cover a horizontal area approxi-
mately 70 km x 100 km. It is focused on giving the best location accuracy over the Kennedy
Space Center (KSC) area. PBFA requires E-change data from at least 5 sensor sites to ob-
tain the (x, y, z, t) position of an IBP or E-change data from 4 sensors to obtain the (x, y, t)
position of a RS.
2. The primary E-change sensors have a bandwidth from 0.16 Hz to 2.6 MHz (essentially span-
ning the ELF-MF frequency bands) and a sampling interval of 0.1 or 0.2 µs.
3. Event location errors within 10 km of the center of KSC (chosen at the LDAR2 origin) are
typically less than 100 m in horizontal (x, y) position and less than 300 m (150 m) in altitude
(z) for events occurring at an altitude of 5 km (10 km).
4. Event timing errors are less than 0.25 µs within 20 km of the center of KSC.
5. It is cross-calibrated with CGLSS to estimate the peak current of each return stroke and to
give a rough estimate of the peak current of elevated sources like IB pulses.
6. Modeling suggests that the PBFA (x, y, z, t) location is at the position along the linear current
surge where the peak current occurred.
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Although our main aim with this paper has been to show that PBFA can correctly locate
IB pulses, we can draw a few conclusions from the PBFA locations of IB pulses in the 13 flashes
analyzed so far (including the CG flash and IC flash shown herein plus 4 CG and 7 IC flashes not
shown). First, PBFA locates most classic IB pulses and some narrow IBPs of flashes occurring
within 20 km of the LDAR2 origin, and these locations are in the same small region of the cloud
as the (relatively few) LDAR2 sources located during the same time period. Second, the general
vertical progression with time of the PBFA positions of the IBPs was downward for CG flashes
and upward for IC flashes. Third, based on these motions and the polarity of the observed E-
changes, we conclude that the general vertical motions of IBPs are due to the motion of negative
charge downward for CG flashes and upward for IC flashes. These charge motions are similar to
the development of negative stepped leaders detected with VHF lightning mapping systems such
as the KSC LDAR2 (Wilson et al., 2009), the system used by Proctor and colleagues (e.g., Proctor
et al., 1988), and the LMA (e.g., Rison et al., 1999; Thomas et al., 2004). However, none of
these VHF measurements have shown a one-to-one connection between a VHF source and an IB
pulse seen in E-change data (and the data presented herein show that LDAR2 is locating only a
few per cent of the IB pulses). Thus, another new finding is that IBP locations show the detailed
progression during the IB stage of a flash’s initial negative stepped leaders. In conclusion, locating
IB pulses with PBFA (or systems like it) provides an important new tool for understanding the
physical mechanisms occurring at the beginning of lightning flashes.
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CHAPTER 4
MODELING INITIAL BREAKDOWN PULSES
4.1 Introduction
As discussed in Chapter 3, initial breakdown pulses (IBPs) of lightning have been known
for long time. Numerous studies have been carried out to understand their properties and behavior
(e.g., Kitagawa, 1957a; Clarence and Malan, 1957; Kitagawa and Kobayashi, 1959; Kitagawa and
Brook, 1960; Krider and Radda, 1975; Weidman and Krider, 1979; Beasley et al., 1982; Gomes
et al., 1998; Rakov, 1999; Nag and Rakov, 2008). Although this research has provided many
details about the IBPs themselves (e.g., typical duration, risetime, inter-pulse interval, sub-pulse
structure, etc.), an understanding of the physical events responsible for these pulses is lacking.
Many computational models have been developed to understand other features of lightning such as
return strokes, dart and stepped leaders, and M components (see Chapter 12 of Rakov and Uman
[2003]) and more recently, narrow bipolar pulses (NBPs) (e.g., Eack, 2004; Watson and Marshall,
2007; Nag and Rakov 2010a, 2010b). However, no studies have been found in the literature that
attempt to model IBPs. The goal of this chapter is to determine the physical events that cause IBPs
by applying available engineering models to IBPs. To validate the model, the modeled waveforms
will have to match measured IPB waveforms at multiple sensor sites.
In this chapter the author will show application of 3 available modified transmission line
(MTL) models for several IBP cases and compare model results to each other. He also introduces
a new MTL model and compares the results with the available models and concludes which MTL
model is more suitable for modeling IBPs.
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4.2 Modified transmission line models
Uman et al. (1975) used Maxwell’s equations to derive an equation (Equation 4.1) for the
electric field E due to a current pulse traveling along a vertical conductor or antenna, i.e., a trans-
mission line. Figure 4.1 shows the geometry of the problem. Here D is the horizontal distance
from the antenna to the observation point at time t, H1 and H2 are the altitudes of the beginning
and end points of the discharge channel, and R is the distance from the source to the observation
point: R =
√
(z2 +D2). The current, i(z, t), at any height will be assumed to be a continuous
function that approximates the shape of a current pulse as a function of time, which should be
zero at t = 0. The first term of the Equation 4.1 is known as the electrostatic field, the second
term is known as the induction or the intermediate field, and the last term is the radiation field or
far field. Due to different orders of 1/R dependence, each of these field terms contributes more
or less to the total E field change depending on the distance from pulse to the measurement. At
long distances, only the radiation field will be significant while for short distances electrostatic and
intermediate fields are significant. The angle, θ = cot−1(−z/D), also plays a considerable role
when the observation point is close to the source.
E(D, t) =
1
2pi0
∫ H2
H1
2− 3 sin2 θ
R3
.
∫ t
0
i(z, τ −R/c)dzdτ
+
1
2pi0
∫ H2
H1
2− 3 sin2 θ
cR2
i(z, t−R/c)dz
− 1
2pi0
∫ H2
H1
sin2 θ
c2R
∂i(z, t−R/c)
∂t
dz (4.1)
Modeling electric field using this method is known as the transition line (TL) model (Uman
et al., 1975), and it is categorized as an engineering model (Rakov and Uman, 2003) p. 401-404. As
mentioned earlier, the i(z, t) could be any arbitrary current. Depending on the height dependence
of the current, there are four published TL models: constant current (TL), modified transmission
line linear (MTLL), modified transmission line exponential (MTLE), and modified transmission
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Figure 4.1: Geometry of variables considered in Eq. 4.1 along with current waveform shape used
in Watson and Marshall 2007. Adapted from Watson and Marshall, 2007.
line exponentially increasing (MTLEI). Each of these models is further explained in Table 4.1.
Table 4.1: Current dependence along the transmission line for various TL models. (t − z′/v)
represents the retarded time where v is the velocity of the current along the channel. λ in the last
two models is the e-folding distance. All the above models are represented for currents starting
from ground (z = 0). For currents starting above the ground (as in Figure 4.1) at z = H1, z′ should
be replaced with z′ − H1. When the final height current travel is H2, H in the MTLL should be
replaced with (H2 −H1).
Name Ref I(z′, t) Description
TL Uman and McLain (1969) I(z′, t) = I(0, t− z′/v) A constant current trav-
els through the channel
MTLL Rakov and Dulzon (1987) I(z′, t) =
(
1− z′H
)
I(0, t− z′/v) The current is decreas-
ing linearly along the
channel
MTLE Nucci et al. (1988) I(z′, t) = e−
z′
λ I(0, t− z′/v) The current is decreas-
ing exponentially along
the channel
MTLEI Watson and Marshall (2007) I(z′, t) = e
z′
λ I(0, t− z′/v) The current is increasing
exponentially along the
channel
The basic TL model has been used widely to study lightning phenomena. This includes
studying the effects of lightning on power and communication lines (e.g., Zeddam and Degauque,
1990; Rachidi et al., 1996), estimation of lightning properties from measured electric and magnetic
fields and channel-base currents in the case of triggered lightning (e.g., Krider et al., 1996; Uman
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et al., 2002), and the production of transient optical emissions (elves) in the lower ionosphere
(e.g., Krider, 1994; Rakov and Tuni, 2003). Most of the time, TL models were used to study return
strokes (e.g., chapter 12 of Rakov and Uman (2003)). Watson and Marshall (2007) have used the
MTLEI model and successfully modeled a narrow bipolar pulse or NBP (Figure 4.2).
Figure 4.2: Application of MTLEI to NBP: Considering upward moving positive charge Watson
and Marshall (2007) were able to model a NBP event recorded by Eack (2004) at 200 km (left)
and 2.8 km (right). Calculated far field signatures are shown in blue and near field signatures
in pink, and the Eack (2004) data is shown in black. The right hand figure shows contribution
of electrostatic (orange), induction (green), and radiation (blue) to the total electric field (pink).
Figure adapted from Watson and Marshall (2007)
.
Nag and Rakov (2009) have used TL to model the ripples in NBP event measurements. In
that study, they assumed the current wave gets bounced at each end of the channel and the reflection
amount of the current is some fraction of the incoming current. They modeled the expected wave
shapes of the electric fieldE as well as the derivative of the electric field dE/dt at 2 km and 200 km
(Figure 4.3). More work along this line has been done by Nag and Rakov (2010a) and Nag and
Rakov (2010b) including estimation of electrical parameters.
In the MTLL and MTLE models, the peak current occurs at the starting point of the channel
and then decreases as it propagates. These models are only applicable if the current amplitude
decreases as the current travels away from the initial altitude. On the other hand, MTLEI current
exponentially increase and become a maximum at the top of the channel. Beyond the top of
the channel, the current suddenly becomes zero. To overcome both of these flaws, the author
introduced a new MTL model called Modified Transmission Line Kumaraswami, MTLK model.
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Figure 4.3: Bouncing wave model:(a) Total vertical electric field at ground and its three compo-
nents at a horizontal distance of 2 km. (b) and (c) Total vertical electric field (essentially the same
as its radiation component) and its time derivative, respectively, at 200 km for the NBP whose pa-
rameters are listed in the box. The event transferred negative charge upward. Note that the ripples
in the waveforms are due to the bouncing of the currents at each end of the channel. The ρ s are the
bouncing coefficients and RT is the risetime of the current shape they used. The figure is adapted
from Nag and Rakov (2009).
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Figure 4.4: Height dependence of peak currents of all four MTL models. The transmission line
extends from 5 km to 6 km.
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In this model, the current pulse amplitude will initially grow with altitude until a certain altitude
is reached, and then it will start decaying to zero. The shape of the current, I, as a function of
distance traveled along the transmission line was assumed to follow the Kumaraswami distribution
(Kumaraswamy, 1980; Jones, 2009) function with shape parameters a and β defined in the interval
[0,1] as shown below.
I(x; a, β) = aβxa−1(1− xa)β−1, 0 < x < 1. (4.2)
The model can be linearly transformed onto the transmission line interval (Jones, 2009)
using the linear transform x = (z −H1)/(H2−H1), with H1 and H2 having their usual meanings
of the upper and lower bounds. So the altitude variation of MTLK model can be written as,
I(z; a, β) =
(
z −H1
H2 −H1
)a−1[
1−
(
z −H1
H2 −H1
)a]β−1
, 0 < x < 1. (4.3)
where the normalization constant aβ was ignored here and will be absorbed by the peak
current or the amplitude parameter A later.
The main advantage of using Kumarswami distribution is that it is a bounded model can
be defined in the altitude region [H1, H2]. The other important advantage is that by changing
the a and β shape parameters, one can produce wide varieties of shapes like uni-model, uni-anti-
model, increasing, decreasing or constant (Jones, 2009). Therefore, one may able to produce close
fits for TL, MTLL, MTLE, and MTLEI models just using MTLK model and changing a and β
appropriately.
All the TL models need a current pulse to inject into their channels. We have 4 MTL models
depend on how they decay or increase with altitude. The time dependence of the current pulse is
also important. In this dissertation, a asymmetric Gaussian shaped current with a time width of t2
and maximum current amplitude at t1 (Gurevich and Zybin, 2005; Watson and Marshall, 2007) will
be used. The mathematical equation for such a current shape is represented in following equation.
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i(t) =

A exp [α(t− t1)]2 if t ≤ t1,
A exp
[
α (t−t1)t1
(t2−t1)
]2
if t < t2.
(4.4)
where t1 represents the risetime of the current pulse while (t2 − t1) represents the falltime.
A represents the amplitude while α represents a variable that controls the asymmetric shape of the
current pulse. For easy comparison with Watson and Marshall (2007), αind is defined as αind = αt2
The time dependence of the current and the altitude amplitude variation of the current with
altitude for MTL models are shown in Figure 4.5. The figures were generated assuming a current
pulse propagating from H1 = 5000 m to H2 = 6000 m. For MTLE and MTLEI models, char-
acteristic length λ was assumed to be 200 m. For the MTLK model a = 1.5 and β = 5 were
used.
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Figure 4.5: Top panel: Shape of the current pulse injected into the transmission line. 3D repre-
sentations of MTL models are shown in other panels. middle left: MTLL, middle right: MTLE,
bottom left: MTLEI, and bottom right: MTLK.
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4.3 Computational work
Once the current pulse from Equation 4.4 is injected into the transmission line, Eq. 4.1 can be
used along with corresponding MTL model equations (from Table 4.1 or Equation 4.3) to generate
waveforms at any distance from the source using a numerical computational method. The list of
the parameters that can be changed for fitting measured waveforms is as follows:
• H1 - Beginning height of the pulse
• H2 - Final height of the pulse (Not important for MTLE if (H2−H1) >> λ)
• Hm - height of the maximum peak current of MTLK model
• (x0, y0) - Horizontal location of the pulse.
• A - Amplitude of the current pulse
• t1 - Risetime of the current pulse
• t2 - Total time of the current pulse
• α - Value that controls the shape of the pulse
• θ - Angle (see Figure 4.1)
• R - Distance to the pulse from observation point
• v - pulse velocity
• λ - e-folding distance for MTLE and MTLEI models
• a - A shape parameter for MTLK model
• β - A shape parameter for MTLK model
• Direction of the charge motion and charge type
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As discussed in Chapter 3, the locations of each IBP to be modeled can be obtained using
PBFA. PBFA gives the location where the maximum peak current occurs. Therefore, the altitude
of PBFA location was used as H1 in MTLL and MTLE models, H2 in MTLEI, and Hm in MTLK.
Since the sensor locations are known, we thereby determine the values for x0, y0, one of the heights
according to the model used, θ, and R. Considering negative charges are moving, the direction the
current can be assumed too. We can also use an arbitrary value for the scaling factor A and finally
find the correct value for it by matching amplitudes of the real data with modeled data. All of these
will reduce the number of free parameters (Nfree) when modeling the pulses. Considering these,
MTLL, MTLE, MTLEI, and MTLK models will have 5,5,6, and 7 free parameters respectively.
Choosing these parameters freely, one can produce a waveform to exactly match a waveform
recorded at a single sensor location relatively easily. However, this does not guarantee that the same
set of values would match any of the other sensors’ waveforms. On the other hand, obtaining a
set of parameters to match many waveforms recorded at different locations is quite challenging.
Such a set of values would be more reliable than matching a single sensor’s waveform and should,
therefore, give us close estimations for the real physical quantities. Using this technique, we can
directly obtain very valuable physical quantities of IBPs, including peak current, risetime, falltime,
pulse velocity, current shape, charge type, propagation direction, and height dependence of current,
which may help us to find many indirect quantities like energy, power, total charge transfer, charge
moment change, etc.
Computationally speaking, using 2.8 GHz single core processor, calculating waveforms for
a single set of parameter takes little over 3 s. When we have 6 free parameters for MTLEI, if we
choose 20 different test values for each parameter, there will be total of 206 different combinations
to test. This will take more than 6 years for above single core computer. So we built a custom
cluster containing 12 computers with quad core processors having 2.8 GHz or more clock speed.
Then a program was written to run the calculation in parallel on these 48 processors. If communi-
cation time is neglected, the program will search through above 206 combinations in a little over
1.5 months on this custom cluster. Therefore, we reduced number of test values used for each
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parameter to further reduce computational cost to a less than a day. The MTLL or MTLE models
will have considerable less computer cost as they have one less free parameter than MTLEI. On
the other hand computational cost will be considerably higher for MTLK than MTLEI as it has
one more free parameter.
Once the waveforms of a given parameter set are found, one needs to determine how closely
the calculated waveforms fit the measured waveforms. The author introduced two parameters ρ
and ρnorm called fit parameter and normalized fit parameter respectively. If at time tn the measured
electric field of ith sensor is Emi(tn) and calculated electric field of that sensor is Eci, then the fit
parameter is defined by the following equation,
ρ =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Li∑
n=1
√
1
Li
[Emi(tn)− Eci(tn)]2 (4.5)
where,N is the total number of waveforms modeled (equal to the number of E-change sensor
sites with usable data) and Li is the total number of samples in the measured ith waveform. Time
values tn are discrete as they will be the absolute time of measured nth sample.
When the measured peak to peak electric field of ith sensor is ∆Emi,pp, the normalized fit
parameter is defined by the equation,
ρnorm =
1
N
N∑
i=1
Li∑
n=1
√
1
Li
[
Emi(tn)− Eci(tn)
∆Emi,pp
]2
(4.6)
Note that, minimizing ρwill bias the result towards matching sensors that have larger peak to
peak E-changes because the term [Emi(tn)−Eci(tn)]2 will be higher if they are not well matched.
On the other hand, minimizing ρnorm will bias the result towards matching sensors that have smaller
peak to peak E-change better. For this study both of those values were used to find a better match,
and (surprisingly) for most IBPs both ρ and ρnorm have their smallest values for specific set of
parameters. In cases where this was not true, the set of parameters that minimized ρnorm were used.
The fit parameters ρ or ρnorm can be considered as N-dimensional hyper-surfaces on the set of
free parameters. Evidently, these surfaces have multiple local minima. When searching for the best
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set of free parameters, some search routines have trouble getting away from a relatively poor set of
free parameters that produce a local minimum, especially if the starting set of parameters is close
to this local minimum. This is a well-known problem of finding the global minimum when local
minima are presented. One solution is to try all the possible values for free parameters and develop
the values for the surface. However, to be absolutely sure of finding the global minimum, one may
have to use a fine grid of values for free parameters. Practically speaking, using such a fine grid
is impossible as the computational time is too high for the current cluster. Therefore a non-fine
grid of free parameters(about 10 values for each parameter) was used to generate values for ρ and
ρnorm. This produces an extensive N-dimensional surface with many local minima. The lowest 10
minima were used as starting point to another search for a global minimum. The parameter set that
gave the smallest ρ and ρnorm values was chosen as the final set of parameters.
4.4 Obtaining physical results from the models
As mentioned above the completed models will provide physical details about the IB pulse
modeled. The peak currents of the IB pulse can be directly obtained from the MTLL, MTLE, and
MTLK models since the parameterA equals to the peak current Ip. The peak current of MTLL and
MTLE occurs at the starting altitude of the transmission line. Since the mode of the Kumaraswamy
distribution is given by [(a − 1)/(aβ − 1)]1/a for a ≥ 1, β ≥ 1, (a, β) 6= (1, 1) (Kumaraswamy,
1980), the peak current of MTLK occurs at H1 + (H2 − H1)[(a − 1)/(ab − 1)]1/a. On the other
hand, the peak current of the MTLEI occurs at the top of the channel and can be obtained using
the equation Ip(MTLEI) = A exp H2−H1λ .
Following Watson and Marshall (2007), the vertical dipole moment for each model can be
calculated using the equation,
P =
∫∫
i(z′, τ) dz dτ (4.7)
Peak currents of MTLL and MTLE are decreasing with altitudes. Therefore charge will be
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deposited along the channel according to the conservation of charge. Using the continuity equation,
the charge deposited along the channel (or charge removed from the TL) after time t (Nucci et al.,
1990) is given by the equation,
ρL(z
′, t) = lim
∆Z′→0
1
∆z′
[ ∫ t
z′/v
i(z′, τ) dτ −
∫ t
(z′+∆z′)/v
i(z′, τ) dτ
]
(4.8)
Where ρL is the line charge density (C m−1). When the current becomes zero everywhere,
the equation provides the final charge distribution deposited along the channel.
In the MTLEI model (unlike MTLL or MTLE) the current grows in amplitude as it travels up
the transmission line, so the line will gain positive charge during the propagation (Watson and Mar-
shall, 2007). The Watson and Marshall (2007) model was motivated by the exponential increase in
charge carriers associated with the runaway breakdown mechanism. Therefore, Equation 4.8 will
give the line charge density distribution gained during the channel formation.
When a and β are chosen so that the altitude dependence of MTLK looks similar to MTLK
curve shown in Figure 4.4, Equation 4.8 gives the line charge gained up to the altitudeHm (altitude
where maximum peak current occures) and charge deposited along the channel from Hm to H2.
Finally, channel length of MTLL, MTLEI, and MTLK models can be directly obtained from
H2−H1. However, for the MTLE model an infinite channel length of MTLE would be needed for
the current to decay to zero. To get a finite channel length in the MTLE model, the length will be
calculated when peak current has decayed to 90% of the beginning peak current.
4.5 Results
Even though each flash contains many IBPs, many of them are not suitable for modeling.
We choose suitable IBPs to model based on two criteria: number of sensors triggered and signal-
to-noise ratio. The first criterion was motivated by the fact that we need reliable PBFA location of
IBPs to have constraints on the modeling. Therefore we only use IBPs that have triggered at least
5 EFCM sensors, and the data at these 5 sensors must have waveforms with respectable signal-
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to-noise ratios (the second criterion) to identify peaks better (Karunarathne et al., 2013). On the
other hand, the second criterion is also important for the modeling process.
In this chapter, a total of 6 examples from different distances will be modeled and discussed
here. These 6 pulses were divided into two groups: pulses that have no noticeable electrostatic
E-change at all triggered sensors (Category A) and pulses that have a noticeable electrostatic E-
change at least one triggered sensor and (Category B). In this section an example for each category
will be explained. Similar figures and tables for the rest of the examples can be found in Ap-
pendix E. A summary table of horizontal distances with their categories of pulses are shown in
Table 4.2.
Table 4.2: Distance summary for IBPs modeled. D0 is the horizontal distance from LDAR2 origin.
The closest and the farthest sensor for each IBP were listed. Note that sensors that has not trigged
were not considered.
IBP Category D0 (km) Nearest sensor (km) Farthest sensor (km)
IBP-01 A 11.3 K17 (7.6) STC (64.5)
IBP-02 B 2.1 K17 (0.5) STC (67.2)
IBP-03 A 29.1 K02 (20.3) STC (92.9)
IBP-04 A 31.8 K02 (17.5) FLT (77.8)
IBP-05 B 5.4 K24 (1.0) STC (67.7)
IBP-06 A 98.2 FLT (4.9) K02 (116.2)
4.5.1 Example 1 (IBP-01)
The first IBP to be modeled was chosen from the CG flash shown in Figure 3.2, where it is
labeled as pulse B. Pulse B (called IBP-01 in this chapter) had the largest amplitude of all IBPs in
this flash. IBP-01 is modeled to match seven sensors (K02, K14, K24, K17, STC, FLT, and OVD).
This IBP belongs to Category A as it does not show a significant electrostatic change at any sensor.
Table 4.3 shows, for each of the seven sensors, the distance of IBP-01 from the sensor and the
amplitude of E-change of IBP-01 (range normalized to 100 km) at the sensor (see also Figure 3.4).
(Since the range normalization is computed for radiation field using a 1/R dependence, the values
of sensors closer than 30 km, which include significant induction and electrostatic contributions,
will be incorrect.) The pulse was modeled with all 4 methods and results are shown in Figures 4.6–
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4.9. Table 4.4 shows the summary of the parameters found from each MTL model.
The models all produce somewhat similar waveform, but according to both the ρ and ρnorm
values, the models can be ranked in descending order of goodness of fit as MTLE, MTLL, MTLK,
and MTLEI, making MTLE as the best model for this pulse. With close inspection one can clearly
tell that the MTLE model does a better job of matching IBP-01. Table 4.4 shows that for the
best three models, the channel length (∼700 m), current risetime (∼5 microsec), current falltime
(∼20 µs, = t2−t1), αind (∼21, controls current pulse shape), and charge moment change (∼45 C m)
are quite close to each other. Since the channel length, current risetime, falltime, and current shape
are important in producing the bipolar pulse, it is satisfying that these values are similar for each
of the three best models. Since charge moment change is directly related to the total observed
E-change, it is more important for IBPs (unlike IBP-01) with significant electrostatic offsets, but
nonetheless, it is reassuring to find the same value for the different models. Figure 4.10 shows the
charge density deposited along the IBP-01 channel with reasonable agreement (of about -0.2 mC
m−1) between the MTLL, MTLE, and MTLK models. Although many of the parameter values of
the MTLEI model of IBP-01 were quite different from other models, such large differences are not
seen in the other five IBPs modeled, except for the deposited charge density. The MTLEI model
has its peak current at the top of its transmission line, so its highest altitude is at or near the lowest
altitude of the other models. Thus MTLEI moves charge along a lower range of altitudes and leaves
charge density at a lower range of altitudes than the other 3 models.
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Table 4.3: Distance and E-change values for IBP-01. R is the distance from PBFA location of
the IBP to each sensor. ∆Enp is the E-change of the 0 V/m to negative peak and ∆Epp is the
peak to peak E-change. Normalized E-change values are estimated E-change values at 100 km.
Excluding sensors closer than 30 km, the average normalized negative peak (∆Enpn) and peak to
peak (∆Eppn) values for this pulse are 5.04 V/m and 7.66 V/m.
Sensor R (Km)
∆Enp (V/m) ∆Epp (V/m)
Measured Normalized Measured Normalized
K02 11.89 38.03 4.52 50.86 6.05
K14 14.03 33.10 4.65 46.98 6.59
K24 15.34 30.76 4.72 43.85 6.73
K17 9.29 29.66 2.76 45.50 4.23
STC 64.72 7.29 4.72 11.34 7.34
FLT 60.40 9.21 5.56 13.34 8.06
OVD 48.50 9.95 4.83 15.62 7.57
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Fit values...
ρ =  1.10e+00
ρ
norm
 =  3.28e−02
Figure 4.6: Modal results for IBP-01 using MTLL.
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Figure 4.7: Modal results for IBP-01 using MTLE.
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Figure 4.8: Modal results for IBP-01 using MTLEI
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Figure 4.9: Modal results for IBP-01 using MTLK.
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Figure 4.10: line charge distribution of IBP-01 of all models. Note that the right limit of the
horizontal axis was limited to 1.0 mC m−1 in order to show variations of all curves. However, line
charge distribution of MTLK has a 10.9 mC m−1 at the starting altitude and that of MTLEI at the
top altitude has a 0.86 mC m−1. Note that since the MTLEI model has a ‘transmission line’ that
spans a lower range of altitudes than the other 3 models, it leaves charge density at a lower range
of altitudes.
4.5.2 Example 2 (IBP-02)
The second example chosen was belongs to Category B. This pulse occurred between K17
and K24 sensors and 4.9 km and 5.4 km horizontally away from those sensors respectively (Fig-
ure 4.11). Since the pulse is not far from those two sensors, both sensors see a significant static
E-change. The next closest sensor K14, which is 7.7 km horizontally away from the pulse, also
sees a hint of electrostatic change (less than 2 % of peak-to-peak E-change of the pulse). All the
other triggered sensors (K02, STC, and OVD at 19.6 km, 67.5 km, and 58.4 km horizontally away
from the pulse respectively) do not see electro static change at all. Table 4.5 shows, for each of the
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Table 4.4: MTL models for IBP-01. Pre-estimated parameters (e.g., from PBFA data) are paren-
thesized. Free parameters determined by the computer search algorithm (to match real data) are
listed. Results calculated by the model are underlined.
MTLL MTLE MTLEI MTLK
x0 (m) (-9534) (-9534) (-9534) (-9534)
y0 (m) (6080) (6080) (6080) (6080)
H1 (m) (5267) (5267) 4960 5219
Hm (m) - - - (5267)
H2 (m) 6000 6000 (5267) 5940
Channel Length (m) 733 690 307 721
t1 (µs) 5.0 5.2 8.3 4.8
t2 (µs) 24.5 25.4 27.9 24.7
v (×108 m/s) 1.3 1.3 3.0 1.2
λ (m) - 300 310 -
αind 22.7 21.1 11.9 21.4
a - - - 1.1
β - - - 2.7
A (kA) 25.7 31.9 41.2 37.4
P (C m) 44.1 45.2 54.3 44.6
ρ 1.10 1.06 1.83 1.14
ρnorm 3.28×10−2 3.14×10−2 5.20×10−2 3.34×10−2
seven sensors, the distance of IBP-01 from the sensor and the amplitude of E-change of IBP-02
(range normalized to 100 km) at the sensor. Figures 4.12–4.15 show the modeled results for this
pulse using all four MTL models while Table 4.6 shows the summary of the parameters and the
results.
Table 4.5: Distance and E-change values for IBP-02. R is the distance from PBFA location of the
IBP to each sensor. ∆Enp is the E-change of the 0 V/m to negative peak and ∆Epp is the peak to
peak E-change. Normalized E-change values are estimated E-change values at 100 km. Excluding
sensors within 30 km, the average normalized negative peak (∆Enpn) and peak to peak (∆Eppn)
values for this pulse are 7.23 V/m and 13.2 V/m.
Sensor R (Km)
∆Enp (V/m) ∆Epp (V/m)
Measured Normalized Measured Normalized
K02 20.44 31.04 6.34 52.96 10.82
K14 9.64 58.94 5.68 102.00 9.83
K24 7.94 33.13 2.63 79.57 6.32
K17 7.58 33.30 2.53 81.49 6.18
STC 67.53 10.88 7.35 19.62 13.25
OVD 58.40 12.18 7.11 22.57 13.18
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Figure 4.11: (x, y) location of the pulse IBP-02.
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norm
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Figure 4.12: Model results for IBP-02 using MTLL.
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Figure 4.13: Model results for IBP-02 using MTLE.
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Figure 4.14: Model results for IBP-02 using MTLEI
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Figure 4.15: Model results for IBP-02 using MTLK.
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Figure 4.16: line charge distribution of IBP-02 of all models. Similar to Figure 4.10, the right
limit of the horizontal axis was limited to 5.0 mC m−1 in order to show variations of all curves.
However, line charge distribution of MTLK has a value 25.1 mC m−1 at the starting altitude and
that of MTLEI has a value of 36.7 mC m−1 at the top altitude.
Even though we normally aim for cleaner pulses than IBP-02, this pulse was specially chosen
because of the presence of an electrostatic E-change at some sensors. All models did a good job
of matching the far sensors but only did a fair job of matching the electrostatic change at the two
nearest sensors (K24 and K17). According to ρnorm values, the models can be ranked as MTLE,
MTLEI, MTLK, and MTLL, with MTLE also ranked first for this pulse. However, the MTLE
channel length of 541 m was a good bit shorter than the lengths from the other models (894 m,
941 m, and 1176 m). It is interesting to note that charge moment (P ) from all models were quite
close to each other (about 220 C m) even though they have quite different peak current estimations.
The current risetimes (∼14 - 25 µs), current falltimes (∼15 - 22 µs), and αind (∼7 - 9) were fairly
similar for the 4 models.
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Table 4.6: Estimated parameters for MTL models for IBP-02 are listed. Pre-estimated parameters
are parenthesized. Parameters that came out from the model are underlined. Blank parameters are
not used by the corresponding MTL model.
MTLL MTLE MTLEI MTLK
x0 (m) (-952) (-952) (-952) (-952)
y0 (m) (-1902) (-1902) (-1902) (-1902)
H1 (m) (5824) (5824) 4930 5219
Hm (m) - - - (5824)
H2 (m) 7000 7000 (5824) 6160
Channel Length (m) 1176 541 894 941
t1 (µs) 14.3 14.1 25.0 25
t2 (µs) 29.3 30.1 48.6 46.7
v (×108 m/s) 1.2 0.93 1.2 1.2
λ (m) - 235 90 -
αind 7.3 6.9 8.5 8.7
a - - - 1.2
β - - - 2.9
A (kA) 52.8 115 404 87.5
P (C m) 226 223 225 220
ρ 2.80 2.75 2.89 3.09
ρnorm 4.80×10−2 4.47×10−2 4.52×10−2 4.71×10−2
4.6 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter we used 3 modified transmission line models from the literature (MTLL
linearly decreasing current – Rakov and Dulzon (1987), MTLE exponentially decreasing current –
Nucci et al. (1988), and MTLEI exponentially increasing current – Watson and Marshall (2007)
along with the new MTLK (Kumaraswami current distribution) to model 6 initial breakdown pulses
from 6 different CG flashes. All four models used same current pulse (defined by the Equation 4.4)
injected at the bottom of the transmission line and then propagated upward with the current in each
model having a different altitude dependence (e.g., linearly decreasing, exponentially decreasing,
etc.). In addition, the maximum peak current of each model occurs at a different location: at the
bottom of the channel for MTLL and MTLE, at the top of the channel for MTLEI, and some point
in between for MTLK.
The modeled IBPs were chosen so that they have triggered more than 5 sensors and have
low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). Having more than 5 sensors is very important to get the location
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of the IBP using PBFA technique discussed in Chapter 3. Having lower SNR helps not only to
obtain a better PBFA location but also in the modeling process.
Even with constraints, the models have many free parameters (from 5-7, depending on the
model). Therefore, it was computationally challenging to find a set of parameters that fit the
measured data. A computer cluster (12 nodes with 48 central processing units) was used to initially
sweep through the parameters to find 10 good sets of parameters that fit the measured data. These
parameters were further fine-tuned by hand to find a single best set of parameters.
Generally, all the models did a fair job of modeling the IBP waveform. Often, all the mod-
eled waveforms looked very similar, making it hard to judge which MTL model was the best.
According to the fit parameter ρnorm value (summarized in Table 4.7), the best models for 6 ex-
amples are MTLE, MTLE, MTLEI, MTLK, MTLE, and MTLL respectively. Similarly, the worst
methods were MTLEI, MTLL, MTLK, MTLEI, MTLEI, and MTLE respectively. It is easy note
that each method was the best and the worst for at least one IBP. However, considering number of
occurrence, MTLE was more often the best IBP model and MTLEI more often the worst. These
ranking of the models should be considered with caution as the difference between ρnorm calculated
for each model for a pulse is quite small and sometimes negligible (E.g., IBP-03 in Appendix E).
Table 4.7: Fit parameter ρnorm estimated from different models for different IBPs. When the value
of ρnorm is lower, the modeled data will be matched with measured data better. Note that MTLE
was the best for most cases althouth each model was the best for atleast for a pulse.
IBP-ID MTLL (×10−2) MTLE (×10−2) MTLEI (×10−2) MTLK (×10−2)
IBP-01 3.28 3.14 5.20 3.34
IBP-02 4.80 4.47 4.52 4.71
IBP-03 4.59 4.47 4.45 4.66
IBP-04 4.75 4.79 5.04 4.70
IBP-05 11.6 10.9 12.7 11.8
IBP-06 5.55 5.66 5.61 5.60
Modeled pulses were categorized as Category A, pulses that do not show static E-change at
any sensor, and Category B, pulses that do show electrostatic E-change at one or more sensors.
Four Category A pulses and two Category B pulses were modeled. Generally, modeling Category
A pulses was easier than modeling Category B pulses due to electrostatic E-change of the latter.
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For IBP-02 none of the models did a good job of matching the electrostatic E-change seen in the
K17 and K24 waveforms (Figures 4.12–4.15). It is likely that the automated computer sweep of
parameters did not find the global minimum for this pulse during initial, non-fine grid parameter
search. In contrast, the electrostatic E-change of the other Category B pulse, IBP-05, was matched
by all the models. A summary of the parameters used by all models and some comparable values
from the literature can be found in the Table 4.8.
Table 4.8: Summary of IBP modeling parameters and comparison to other types of lightning
pulses from the published literature.
Parameter Reference Min Max Mean
risetime t1 (µs)
Current study 4.8 25 (13± 6)
Watson and Marshall (2007)1 5.3 5.6 5.45
Smith et al. (1999a)2 – – (2.3± 0.8)
falltime t2 − t1 (µs) Current study 15 37 (25± 6)Watson and Marshall (2007)1 26.4 26.7 26.5
αind (µs−1)
Current study 6.9 22.7 (13± 4)
Watson and Marshall (2007)1 10 10 10
speed v (×108m/s)
Current study3 0.78 1.8 (1.3± 0.3)
Watson and Marshall (2007)1 0.4 0.6 –
Smith et al. (1999a)4 – – 0.73
Nag and Rakov (2010a,b)5 2 3 –
Channel length (km)
Current study 0.20 1.6 (0.6±0.3)
Stolzenburg et al. (2013a)6 0.30 1.5 –
Watson and Marshall (2007)1 0.63 0.80 0.715
Smith et al. (1999a)7 0.30 1.0 –
Nag and Rakov (2010b)5 0.108 0.142 –
Charge moment P (C km)
Current study1 0.015 0.30 (0.12±0.10)
Watson and Marshall (2007)1 0.6 0.6 0.6
Smith et al. (1999a)7 0.26 0.80 0.38
Peak current Ip (kA)
Current study 16 404 (80± 80)
Watson and Marshall (2007)1,8 408 498 453
Nag and Rakov (2010a,b)5 74 75 –
1obtained with a MTLEI model of a single NBP. 2the mean of the (10–90%) risetime calculated
for negative NBPs. 3ignoring MTLEI estimation of IBP-01 as it reached the theoretical max of
3.0 × 108m/s. 4‘apparent average speed of development’ found for NBPs. 5from modeling NBPs
using ‘bouncing wave’ model. 6for initial leaders during IB stage of CG flashes. 7for negative
NBPs. 8estimated from data in Table 2 of Watson and Marshall (2007).
The current shape injected into transmission line depends primarily on three parameters,
risetime t1, falltime (t2 − t1) , and current shape parameter α (Eg., Equation 4.4). Comparison of
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rise and falltimes of all IBPs modeled are shown in Figure 4.17.
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Figure 4.17: Comparison of risetimes (t1) falltimes (t2− t1) used by each model for each example.
It is significant (and perhaps not surprising) that for each individual IBP modeled, all four
models agree quite closely on the current risetime and falltime, except for IBP-02. Among the 6
IBPs, risetime values were varied from 4.8 µs to 25 µs with an average of (13± 6) µs, and falltime
values were varied from 15.0 µs to 37 µs with a mean of (25±6) µs. Although NBPs may be
physically different processes than IBPs, they are superficially similar in shape to IBPs, so it is
interesting to compare risetimes of IBPs to those of NBPs. Watson and Marshall (2007) reported
average current risetime of 5.45 µs when modeling a narrow bipolar pulse using the MTLEI model.
Nag and Rakov (2009, 2010a) used a current risetime of 6 µs when modeling NBP pulses with
their bouncing wave mechanism. Smith et al. (1999a) found broadband E-change risetimes of
NBPs were (2.3±0.8) µs. Overall, NBP risetimes tend to be faster than the modeled average IBP
risetimes of this experiment. Average falltime reported by in Watson and Marshall (2007) when
modeling a NBP pulse (NBP) with MTLEI was 26.5 µs, which is similar to the modeled IBP
falltimes.
The current shape parameter α or αind (Equation 4.4) also plays a significant role in matching
measured waveforms, and here too, there was general agreement between the models for their
values for any particular IBP. The α and αind values used by each model for all the examples are
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shown in the Figure 4.18. Although αind depend on t2, it seems to rise or fall along with α from one
IBP to the next. The αind range was 6.9–22.7 µs−1 with an average of (13±4) µs−1; the average is
close to the value used by Watson and Marshall (2007) (10 µs−1) for their two MTLEI models of
an NBP.
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Figure 4.18: Comparison of current shape parameter α (left panel) and αind = αt2 (right panel)
used by each model for each example. The average value of α is 0.37 while the average value of
αind is 12.6 µs−1.
One of the main advantages of modeling IBPs is the ability to obtain the current pulse speeds
of IBPs. All the MTL models used here take speed (v) as an input argument to model the measured
data. The comparison of speeds used by each model for each example can be seen in the Fig-
ure 4.19. For 23 of the 24 MTL models of the six IBPs, the speed ranged from 0.78 – 1.8×108 m/s
with an average of (1.3±0.3)×108 m/s; the outlier in the speeds occurred in the MTLEI model of
IBP-01, which used the theoretical maximum of 3.0×108 m/s. The IBP speeds are somewhat larger
than the ‘apparent average speed of development’ (7.3×107 m/s) found for NBPs by Smith et al.
(1999a), and larger than the speeds used in Watson and Marshall (2007) (6.0 and 4.6×107 m/s)
in two MTLEI models of a NBP. In contrast, when modeling the same NBP using a simple trans-
mission line (TL) model, Watson and Marshall (2007) used a speed of 2×108 m/s, which is in
the same order of magnitude as the present study. In modeling NBPs with their ’bouncing wave
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model’, Nag and Rakov (2010a,b) also used larger propagation speeds (2–3×108 m/s). Finally, for
comparison purposes, one can consider RS speeds found by many researchers as summarized in
the Table 2 of Rakov et al. (1992b). According to this table, RS speeds vary from 0.6–2.0×108 m/s
for natural lightning and from 0.2–2.8×108 m/s for triggered lightning. Although IBPs and RSs
seem to develop via different physical processes and clearly have different channel lengths, it is
interesting to note that IBP pulse speeds found in the present study are comparable with RS speeds.
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Figure 4.19: Comparison pulse speeds (v) used by each model for each example is presented.
The channel lengths of the six IBPs are shown in the left panel of Figure 4.20. The right panel
of the figure shows a histogram of channel lengths and their Gaussian best fit with a mean = 601 m
and a standard deviation = 256 m . Unlike the previously discussed model parameters, the different
models determined somewhat different channel lengths for each IBP. These lengths varied from
0.2–1.6 km. These findings are in agreement with apparent ‘initial leader’ lengths of about 0.3–
1.5 m presented by Stolzenburg et al. (2013a). As seen in Table 4.8 the IBP channel lengths are
similar to NBP lengths determined by Smith et al. (1999a) and Watson and Marshall (2007), but
are longer than the NBP lengths of Nag and Rakov (2010a,b).
The peak currents (Figure 4.22) for each of the six IBPs were quite model-dependent. This
result (like the model-dependent channel lengths) is not surprising, since the current develops
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Figure 4.20: Channel length comparison: Left panel of the figure shows the channel lengths for
each model IBP obtained by all the models. Right panel shows the histogram of all the channel
lengths. The red line of this panel shows the Gaussian fit for the histogram with σ = 256 m and
µ = 601 m.
differently in the four models. Overall the peak currents ranged from 16–404 kA with an average
of (80±80). As seen in Table 4.8, our average IBP peak current is in excellent agreement with NBP
peak currents determined by Nag and Rakov (2010a,b), and our largest IBP peak currents, which
are based on the MTLEI model, are similar to NBP peak currents determined with the MTLEI
model by Watson and Marshall (2007).
The parameters discussed above are the final values obtained after adjusting them to make
each model fit the real data. As such, they represent model outputs. Comparisons of these param-
eters suggest that peak current and channel length are the parameters that are most sensitive to the
model employed.
There are three physical quantities–charge moment, line charge density along the channel,
and total charge deposit on the channel–that were calculated after the modeling had been com-
pleted. The calculated charge moment(P ) values varied roughly from 15–300 C m with an average
of (120±100) C m. The Figure 4.21 shows the bar plot of all the charge moment values found
for the six IBPs. As mentioned above, it is reassuring (and probably significant) that the charge
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moments for a given pulse were about the same for the different MTL models. As shown in the
Table 4.8, our charge moment values are in reasonable agreement with charge moment findings of
Watson and Marshall (2007) and Smith et al. (1999a) for NBPs.
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Figure 4.21: Comparison of charge moments P from each model for each example is presented.
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Figure 4.22: Comparison of peak currents Ip from each model for each example is presented.
From the parameters determined in the completed models, it is possible to compare the
modeled peak current, Ip, to an estimate of the peak current, ID.2, based on the measured peak
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E-change, Ep, and other model parameters. ID.2 can be determined from an equation given in
Orville (1991), namely Equation D.2 found in Appendix D. In addition to Ep, the equation needs
the distance,D, to the IBP (determined from the PBFA location) and the current propagation speed
(determined from the modeling).
Before proceeding, we note that Equation D.2 may not be applicable to IBPs because its
derivation requires vertical currents. Equation D.2 was originally used to determine the peak cur-
rents of lightning return strokes at their connection point to the Earth. Because the Earth is a con-
ductor, E must be perpendicular to the surface, thereby insuring that the return stroke is vertical,
so Equation D.2 is applicable to return strokes. However, IBPs occur 5 10 km above the surface
where there is no constraint for E to be vertical, so there Ip and ID.2 need not agree. Nonetheless,
it is interesting to compare them. ID.2 was calculated using average range-normalized (to 100 km)
zero-to-negative-peak E-change values (∆Enp) and average normalized peak-to-peak E-change
(∆Epp); the values are shown in the Table 4.9. It is interesting to note that ID.2 values from ∆Epp
are fairly close to the MTLL modeled values, Ip (within 26% difference except for IBP-03). The
Ip currents determined with the other MTL models have large percentage differences from the ID.2
values calculated with Equation D.2. Estimated peak currents using ∆Enp seems to smaller than
the MTL estimations. In summary, it is not clear that these comparisons are meaningful; this result
could be an indication that the IBP channels are not, in fact, vertical.
Table 4.9: Peak current estimations for example IBPs. ID.2 is the peak current estimated using the
Equation D.2 , average normalized negative peak E-change values (∆Enp) and average normalized
peak to peak E-change values (∆Epp). Ip are the peak current outputs from models. The percentage
differences from ID.2 using ∆Epp to Ip of each model are included in parenthesis
Example
ID.2 (kA) Ip from models (kA)
using ∆Enp using ∆Epp MTLL MTLE MTLEI MTLK
IPB-01 14.8 22.5 25.7 (14%) 31.9 (41%) 41.2 (83%) 37.4 (66%)
IPB-02 31.9 58.3 52.8 (-9%) 115.0 (97%) 404.0 (593%) 87.5 (50%)
IPB-03 9.1 13.3 34.3 (157%) 60.2 (351%) 88.3 (562%) 50.8 (281%)
IPB-04 35.0 57.3 82.4 (44%) 154.0 (169%) 206.0 (260%) 119.0 (108%)
IPB-05 14.0 19.8 16.3 (-18%) 24.4 (23%) 60.5 (205%) 46.9 (137%)
IPB-06 12.0 17.5 22.1 (26%) 65.7 (275%) 59.9 (242%) 76.0 (333%)
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According to Orville (1991), when other parameter are constants, the peak current is di-
rectly proportional to Ep/v (Equation D.2). To test this theory, the average peak current values
found from each model were plotted versus Ep/v considering normalized negative peak and peak
to peak E-change values (Figures 4.23 and 4.24). To find normalized E-change values, only sen-
sors at distances >30 km from the IBPs were used to insure no or little electrostatic or induction
contributions to the E-changes were influencing the plots. Although, the available number of data
points (total of 6) was small, the plots show reasonable linear correlations (correlation coefficients
>0.8), especially for MTLL.
As mentioned above, the line charge deposited by the IBP current can be calculated for
each model; currents in the four models develop in different ways and therefore deposit charges
in differently. The altitude variation of line charge density deposited for each example are shown
under each example (E.g., Figure 4.10 for IBP-01). The negative values in plots mean negative
charges were deposited on the channel. In the MTLL and MTLE models, the current deposits
charge along the channel as it propagates but the model itself does not explain how. What we know
is that the initial current decays as it propagates upward, so charge must be left on the channel. On
the other hand, the MTLEI current starts with a very small charge and gains charge as it propagate
up. Watson and Marshall (2007) assumed that the charges been created by the relativistic runaway
electron avalanche (RREA) process (Gurevich et al., 1992). At the top of the channel the MTLEI
current will have accumulated a large charge from this process. The MTLK model has its own way
of handling charges. During the first part of the propagation (up to the middle height Hm where
the maximum peak current occurs), the channel gains positive charge, maybe due to the RREA
process. During the next part of the propagation from Hm to the top height, the current decays
by leaving negative charge on the channel. Therefore MTLK can be considered conceptually or
qualitatively as a combination of the MTLEI and MTLE models. However, mathematically, MTLK
does not contain any exponential growth or decay. The average of the absolute value of line charge
density ρL(mean) for each model and each example is shown in Figure 4.25. ρL(mean) values varied
from 0.11 mC/m to 4.7 mC/m with an average value of (0.90±0.9) mC/m.
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Figure 4.23: Peak current calculations vs average normalized negative peak E-change over speed
(∆Enpn/v) for each MTL model. Real data are shown in red dots while the least squared best fit
line is shown in blue. Best fit parameters of the line are shown in the legend. Data point (0,0) was
added to 6 data points from examples before best fit line is obtained as peak current should be zero
when ∆Enorm is zero. Correlation coefficients were 0.90, 0.85, 0.83,and 0.86 for MTLL, MTLE,
MTLEI, and MTLK respectively.
The total charge deposited on each IBP channel is shown in the Table 4.10 and a bar plot
of these values can be found in Figure 4.26. The current in the MTLL and MTLE models leave
negative charge on the channel as they propagate and decay while the current in the MTLEI model
gains negative charge as it propagates, thereby leaving positive charge on the channel. However,
MTLK current gains negative charge (and leaves positive charge on the channel) during its initial
path up to the middle height Hm and thereafter decays and leaves negative charge on the channel
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Figure 4.24: Peak current calculations vs average normalized peak to peak E-change over speed
(∆Enorm/v) for each MTL model. Similar to Figure 4.23, real data are shown in red dots while the
least squared best fit line is shown in blue. Best fit parameters of the line are shown in the legend.
Data point (0,0) was added to 6 data points from examples before best fit line is obtained as peak
current should be zero when ∆Eppn is zero. Correlation coefficients were 0.89, 0.84, 0.88,and 0.85
for MTLL, MTLE, MTLEI, and MTLK respectively.
during its upper path. Because of this, the total charge transferred to the channel by the MTLK
current is quite small (Table 4.10). Note that we have not imposed charge conservation for any
of the models. However, having almost 0 C total charge transfer, MTLK has the advantage of
conserving charge. Unlike other MTL models described, the MTLK current will essentially take
negative charge from the bottom part of the channel and transfer into the top part of the channel.
In this aspect, MTLK has a clear advantage over the other MTL models of following the basic
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Figure 4.25: Absolute average charge density for different models.
physics law of conservation of charge than other MTL models.
Table 4.10: Total charge deposited by each model in coulombs. A bar plot of these values can be
seen in the Figure 4.26
Pulse MTLL MTLE MTLEI MTLK
IBP-01 -0.12 -0.15 0.17 9.4×10−5
IBP-02 -0.38 -0.95 3.50 1.2×10−4
IBP-03 -0.34 -0.60 0.77 2.8×10−7
IBP-04 -0.91 -1.70 2.10 1.4×10−5
IBP-05 -0.16 -0.21 0.64 3.5×10−7
IBP-06 -0.20 -0.62 0.52 9.4×10−14
One final comment is in order. Although some comparisons have been made between IBPs
and NBPs because their E-change waveforms look superficially similar (both are bipolar wave-
forms similar risetimes and durations), there are subtle but important differences between IBP and
NBP waveforms. IPBs normally have one or more sub-pulses on the leading side of the bipolar
waveform and are smooth during the opposite-polarity overshoot of the bipolar waveform. On the
other hand, NBPs are relatively smooth on the leading side but often have wiggles after the first
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Figure 4.26: Total charge deposited on the IBP channel by each model. Note that for the MTLK
model, the charges deposited were so small that they are essentially zero in this plot.
peak of the bipolar waveform (Nag and Rakov, 2010a,b). The sub-pulses in IBPs are more apparent
in closer sensors than far sensors. The MTL models assumed a vertical conducting path and then
propagated a current along that path. The author speculates the sub-pulses indicate discharges that
initially make the conducting path or extend the conducting path, and then the bipolar IBP occurs
along this conducting path. As future improvement to this research, one could model individual
sub-pulses and then combine them with the IBP models determined in this chapter.
In conclusion, IB pulses have been modeled using four modified transmission line models.
To the best of our knowledge, IBPs have not been modeled before. The models are able to match
the main features of the IBP E-change measured at 6 - 7 sensor sites located at ranges of 7–136 km
from the IBPs. For an individual IBP, the four models agree on several current parametersrisetime,
falltime, two shape factors, propagation speedand on the IBP charge moment change. However,
for each IBP modeled, the four models found different values of channel length, peak current, and
total charged deposited on the IBP channel.
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CHAPTER 5
MODELING STEPPED LEADERS
5.1 Introduction
Typical cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning flashes usually begin with initial breakdown pulses
(IBPs) followed by series of shorter discrete current pulses known as a stepped leader. The IBPs
and the stepped leader create a conducting path from the cloud to the ground by ionizing the air.
The stepped leader usually develops multiple branches (e.g., Figure 1.2) that are all descending
toward the ground simultaneously. Stolzenburg et al. (2012, 2013) described these simultaneous
stepped leaders as competing leaders. When one of the competing leader branches reaches the
ground (thereby becoming the “winning leader”), a large current surge (typically several tens of
kilo amperes) travels upward along the ionized path from ground into the cloud. This current surge
is known as a return stroke. The stepped leader/return stroke process effectively moves a portion
of the cloud charge to ground. It is of interest to know how much charge is associated with the
stepped leader process. Our focus in this section is to develop a multi-sensor electric field model
that will determine the charge distribution and currents of stepped leaders in CG flashes.
Proctor et al. (1988) made “radio pictures” of 47 lightning flashes that occurred in South
Africa; they located (x, y, z, t) lightning events (radio sources) using a network of radio receivers
in a way similar to LDAR2 or LMA (Chapter 2). Proctor et al. (1988) modeled stepped leaders
of 10 of the 47lightning flashes. The stepped leader path used in each model was determined
from the radio sources associated (in time and space) with stepped leaders. As time evolved in the
model they placed a negative charge, −q, at each radio source location (as it occurred) and placed
a positive charge of the same magnitude, +q, at the beginning location of the stepped leader. The
value of q was adjusted to match electric field change (E-change) of a single E-change sensor
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located at the center of their network of radio receivers. For most (7 of 10) of stepped leaders, they
used a constant q on each radio source and found a reasonable match to the E-change waveforms.
However, for the other (3) stepped leaders the constant q model did not work, so other schemes
were employed to match the measured stepped leader waveforms, including (i) use of a larger q to
match early part of the stepped leader than later part and (ii) use of q that decayed linearly with
time. The Proctor et al. (1988) results for charge and current of stepped leaders are important
because they were the first to use realistic stepped leader paths (from their radio source locations)
to reproduce measured stepped leader E-changes. Although Proctor et al. (1988) gives important
results of CG stepped leader line charges, total charges, and currents, there are a few possible
weaknesses in the study:
1. The model only matched the E-change of a single sensor.
2. The use of constant charge q or linearly decreasing charge for dipoles seems overly con-
straining.
3. The use of only a single leader channel (instead of a leader with multiple branches) may be
too simplified.
Recently, Lu et al. (2011) developed a model, called the time-dependent multidipole (TDMD)
model, to find charge transfer during stepped leaders of IC flashes. Similar to Proctor et al. (1988),
Lu et al. (2011) used radio sources to place dipoles to match E-change waveforms. However, their
radio sources for the stepped leader path were determined with a Lightning Mapping Array (LMA
- Thomas et al. (2004)), and their E-change data were from (1) an Esonde (Sonnenfeld et al., 2006)
flying on a balloon inside a thunderstorm (providing the (x, y, z) components of the stepped leader
E-change) and (2) an E-change measurement made at the ground. They applied TDMD model to
two IC flashes and determined IC stepped leader line charges, total charges, and currents.
Unlike Proctor et al. (1988) method, Lu et al. (2011) allow charge and the locations of the
dipole charges to vary dynamically, and they matched four E-change waveforms simultaneously.
Therefore, their analyses do not have first two weaknesses mentioned above. However, since Lu
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et al. (2011) model the stepped leader paths with VHF radio sources, namely LMA sources, their
study could be influenced by the third weakness mentioned above.
In this chapter a new CG stepped leader model is developed, based on the TDMD model
of Lu et al. (2011), to determine the line charge, total charge and current of CG stepped leaders.
In particular, the model attempts to address the weaknesses listed above. The model matches
the measured E-change at multiple sensors, since this should give a better constraint than matching
only a single sensor (item 1 above). Similarly, since the dynamics of a stepped leader are unknown,
the new model will determine, at each time step, a charge to place at the tip of each developing
stepped leader branch to match the measured E-change (without requiring that the same charge be
used at each time step). This process addresses items 2 and 3 above. The goal is to provide a better
estimate of stepped leader line charge, total charge and current. Comparing the results of this new
model to the findings of Proctor et al. (1988) may show that the Proctor et al. (1988) technique
was sufficient in spite of its weaknesses. For example, when finding the location of a stepped
leader step using TOA, the different radio sensors (a total of 5 for Proctor et al. (1988)) should
agree on a single solution. Therefore VHF locating systems will give a single location, probably
of the strongest leader step, for a given time window even though multiple stepped leaders are
propagating at the same time.
The model uses stepped leader locations obtained from high-speed video recordings, from
PBFA (as discussed in Chapter 2 and in Karunarathne et al. (2013)), and from radio sources de-
tected by LDAR (KSC Lightning Detection And Ranging system), along with lightning ground
strike locations determined by PBFA and/or CGLSS (KSC Cloud to Ground Lightning Surveil-
lance System).
5.2 Method and algorithm
In order to model stepped leader development, we will place time-dependent variable dipoles
along the stepped leader path. A dipole has seven variables, three for the lower end location, three
for the upper end location, and one for the charge value. In our model, we obtain the locations of
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lower and upper ends of the dipole using any of the following lightning location methods, PBHSV
(for Position By High Speed Video, described below), PBFA, or LDAR2.
PBFA provides locations of mainly classic IBPs (Nag and Rakov (2009))and some non-
classic IBPs (as well as other fast lightning events such as return strokes). Since the stepped leader
starts after the IBP period and seems to start from the lower end of the initial leader developed by
the IBPs themselves (Petersen et al., 2008; Stolzenburg et al., 2013a), the PBFA locations of IBPs
may be important locations for placing a dipole charge in the TDMD model. It seems most likely
(and the model assumes) that positive charge would be placed on these upper locations. Since some
LDAR2 locations occur during the IBP period as well as during the stepped leader period, these
locations can also be used in the model calculations. During the stepped leader stage, PBHSV are
the principal positions used for the stepped leader path.
PBHSV locations are obtained as follows. CGLSS and PBFA are used to obtain an accurate
location of the first RS. We then assume that the video frames of the developing stepped leader are
perpendicular to the line connecting video camera and RS location. With known locations of the
camera and the RS, all the points in the video frames were mapped to real (x, y, z) coordinates;
the exact method of obtaining locations is explained in Appendix F. The biggest advantage of
obtaining stepped leader locations using PBHSV (over a system like LDAR2 or PBFA) is that
hundreds of locations of the advancing stepped leader branches can be obtained. On the other
hand this technique only gives a 2-D picture of the stepped leader and may therefore introduce
some error in altitude, but these problems will be insignificant if the distance between the stepped
leader branches is small compared to their distance to the E-change sensors.
Figure 5.1 shows the locations obtained from high-speed video data of a CG flash (called
F18 hereafter) that occurred on August 14, 2011, about 7 km south-west of HSV camera, which
was collocated with the FFI E-change sensor. The upper part of the stepped leader was within the
dense main storm cloud, so that it is not possible to obtain PBHSV locations.
We use the high-speed video data to obtain the stepped leader paths as discussed above.
Usually the lower parts of a stepped leader have complex branches. This complexity usually be-
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Figure 5.1: The PBHSV locations obtained for the stepped leader of CG flash F18. The upper part
of the stepped leader is hidden inside the cloud. The visible part includes the last 6.1 ms before the
first RS (304 video frames). The 2627 PBHSV locations are color coded by time with blue as the
earliest locations and red as the last locations before the RS. The maximum visible height for this
stepped leader is about 2.93 km. The x and y axes on this figure shows the pixel numbers starting
from top-left corner. Each pixel is 16 m ×16 m.
comes higher as to the stepped leader approaches the ground. From a given video frame, we obtain
the PBHSV of each stepped leader tip of the multiple branches visible in the frame. How much
charge should be placed on each stepped leader tip is, of course, a question. One way to address
this question is to use the pixel luminosity at the tip locations. We assume the luminosity of a
pixel is proportional to the charge to be placed on the tip. To make this assumption, we assume
that all the leader tips are equally visible to camera. The assumption of luminosity is related to
charge deposited on leader tips was inspired by Diendorfer et al. (2003) who found that the cur-
rent is linearly related to channel brightness for upward lightning and Flache et al. (2008) who
used channel luminosity from high-speed video data as a proxy for current in determining which
channel or branch carried the current at a certain time.
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Consider a high-speed video frame that has n number of PBHSV locations . The ith point
has a light intensity Ii and location (xi, yi, zi) where i = 1, 2..n. Then the charge weight (wi) of
ith point will be given by,
wi =
Ii
n∑
i=0
Ii
(5.1)
Now, a total charge of −Q will be distributed among these points according to the charge
weight wi. Therefore, the vertical E-change produced at kth sensor (E-change meter) located at
r0k = (x0k, y0k, 0) by placing charge on those points will be given by,
∆E(r0k) =
−Q
4pi0
n∑
i=0
2wizi
(xi − x0k)2 + (yi − y0k)2 + z2i
(5.2)
Here we considered Earth as a perfect conductor and the factor 2 appears in the numerator
because of the mirror effect of the Earth.
However, in order to complete the dipole, we have to put equal and opposite charge, or
+Q, on the cloud. We assume that the −Q charge placed on stepped leader tips effectively comes
from the upper part of the overall stepped leader channel, namely the part where the IBPs occurred.
Therefore, the model uses one of the IBP locations to put positive charge. IBP locations (xp, yp, zp)
will be given collectively by PBFA and any LDAR2 sources that occurred near (in time and space)
the PBFA locations. Now, the E-change produced at the kth sensor due to dipoles will be given by
∆E(r0k) =
−Q
4pi0
[ n∑
i=0
2wizi
(xi − x0k)2 + (yi − y0k)2 + z2i
− 2zp
(xp − x0k)2 + (yp − y0k)2 + z2p
]
(5.3)
All the charge locations possibilities are known. Thus for each time step, the only unknowns
are the magnitude of the dipole charge Q and which of the upper locations get the individual
positive charges that make up the +Q charge. This is true because once Q is known, the negative
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charge amounts are determined by luminosity and their locations are at the stepped leader tips for
that time step. In order to find the optimum value forQ and the optimum places for the +Q charge,
we minimize χ2, as given by
χ2 =
N∑
k=0
(
∆E(r0k)−∆Emk
σ
)2
(5.4)
where Emk, σk, and N denote the measured electric field at the kth sensor, the measurement
uncertainty of the kth sensor, and the total number of sensors, respectively. This minimization is
carried out for each time step, which was chosen to be 20 µs to match the camera frame time. This
model was named as Luminosity-Based Time Dependent Multi-Dipole model.
5.3 Results
In this section, we presents results obtained for two example cases, flash F02 and flash F18.
Both these flashes occurred close to the camera site (within 8 km). F02 is centered in the video,
and its stepped leader was mostly visible, except in the middle part of the stepped leader where
less branches were seen. The F18 video has excellent detail for the lower portion of the stepped
leader, but some parts of the upper stepped leader were obscured by a dense cloud.
Flash F02
Flash F02 happened on Aug 14, 2011, around 2130:27 UT about 8 km west of the camera
site FFI (Figure 5.2). The E-change data for K14 sensor along with PBFA, LDAR2, and CGLSS
data are shown in Figure 5.3. For this flash, IBP period lasted about 4.3 ms (about 215 video
frames) while the stepped leader lasted about 16.1 ms (about 805 video frames). There were 1596
PBHSV locations collected during this stepped leader, as shown in Figure 5.4 along with PBFA,
LDAR2, and CGLSS data projected on the video frame. Almost all IBPs occurred above the
camera’s viewing area (upper altitude at about 4.3 km) while most or the entire stepped leader
occurred in the camera’s viewing area.
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Figure 5.2: The location of the F02 flash. The top panel shows the location of the flash with respect
to all the sensors while the lower panel is zoomed around the camera site (FFI) and the flash. The
PBFA, LDAR2, and CGLSS locations are color coded with time.
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Figure 5.3: Time history for flash F02. E-change data (scale on left axis) as a function of time
recorded at the K14 station along with altitudes (scale on right axis) of location estimations by
PBFA (58 locations), LDAR2 (3 locations), CGLSS (1 location), and PBHSV (1626 locations).
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Figure 5.4: A snap shot of flash F02 is shown along with PBHSV locations data collected. The
visible region for the camera is shown below the dashed red line. PBFA (red circles), and LDAR
and CGLSS (green circles) are projected on to the video frame. The 1626 PBHSV locations are
color coded by time. The PBFA location of the RS ground strike point is shown with a green +
while the CGLSS location is just to its right (green circle).
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Details of the modeling follow in the next four paragraphs. First, for each sensor and for
a given time step, we find the E-change difference, ∆E-change (difference between current and
previous time step’s E-change values). Then we use the model to get the optimum charge values
for the PBHSV points (including pixel intensity) and the positive charge location (usually a PBFA
or LDAR2 point). In order to find optimum values, we minimize χ2 (Equation 5.4). The top panel
of Figure 5.5 shows the χ2 values found from the minimization as a function of time. Usually χ2
is close to zero (the ideal value for the best match), though there are a few instances when χ2 has
spikes between 1 and 3, indicating a poorer match. These spikes occurred when there were fast
pulses in E-change data. According to PBFA locations, these pulses occurred higher in the cloud
at altitudes of 6 – 7 km (Figure 5.3). When those fast pulses occur, there are sudden changes in
the slope in E-change data, and these changes in slope are also visible in cumulative charge plot
(Figure 5.6).
Following the model described in the Method and Algorithm section, we were able to gen-
erate stepped leader E-change waveforms that closely matched the measurement at sensors K02,
K14, K17, and K24: see the bottom panel of Figure 5.5. In order to ignore a few extra fast pulses,
the model output was matched to E-change data with a frequency 10 kSamples/s data (these data
were generated by summing the original data, which was recorded at 5 MSamples/s). The average
line charge density of the stepped leader was -1.49 mC/m and the average current was 0.39 kA.
The stepped leader moved down with 2.6× 105 m/s average speed (about 0.09% of speed of light)
and deposited a total charge of -6.24 C along the channels. The resulting waveforms are shown in
Figure 5.5.
The middle panel of Figure 5.5 shows the ∆E-change with time. By comparing the top and
the middle panels of Figure 5.5, one can infer that the model is working better for last few milli-
seconds when the stepped leader has many branches. The bottom plot of Figure 5.5 compares
the measured and modeled E-change with time for each sensor. At each time step, there is an
E-change difference between measured and calculated; for each time step this difference is seen
in the middle panel. As the time progresses, these differences build up and cause the calculated
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E-change to deviate progressively farther from the measured curve, not necessarily because the
calculation is worse as time progresses, but because of this build up. This type of error build-up
is seen to some extent in the F02 flash (bottom panel, Figure 5.5). Therefore, we think the middle
panel of Figure 5.5 is better for understanding how well the model is working with respect to time.
Finally, Figure 5.7 shows the negative charge distribution on the stepped leader and the pos-
itive charge distribution on the initial leader associated with the IBPs. Negative charges distributed
among PBHSV locations were color coded according to the charge magnitudes determined by the
model. Since the upper part of the stepped leader usually had only a single PBHSV for each time
step, all of the charge for that time step was concentrated on one location, leading to a relatively
large charge, shown by the maroon color. On the other hand, the lower part of the stepped leader
has many points for each time step. Therefore, the charge will be distributed among several points
according to their pixel intensity, thereby making each point have smaller charge, shown mostly
in blue color. The last few stepped leader steps had larger charges regardless of having multiple
stepped leader tips because they made relatively large E-changes. Positive charges were placed
on PBFA/LDAR2 locations denoted by red circles, with the radii of the circles proportional to the
charge magnitudes. Note that the model did not place positive charge on all of the PBFA/LDAR2
points.
Flash F18
CG flash F18 also occurred on Aug 14, 2011, around 2312:17 UT about 7 km south-west
of the camera site FFI (Figure 5.9). F18 had 6 RSs and the E-change data up to the first RS for
K14 sensor along with PBFA, LDAR2, and CGLSS data are shown in Figure 5.10. The IBP period
lasted about 5 ms while the stepped leader lasted about 25 ms. However, the camera only saw the
last 6.1 ms (about 304 video frames) of the stepped leader from the altitude of 2.93 km because
of its smaller viewing area and an obstructing cloud. There were 2627 PBHSV collected for the
visible part of the stepped leader (Figure 5.8).
For this flash, channel 3 (ch3) of K02 station was saturated. We tried using ch2, which had
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Figure 5.5: Results for flash F02. Top panel shows the χ2 calculated for each time step. Middle
panel shows the measured and calculated E-change for each time step. Bottom panel shows overall
measured and calculated E-change as a function of time for the 16 ms of the stepped leader shown
in Figure 5.3. For easier viewing, the curves in the middle and bottom panels have been shifted
vertically by adding appropriate offset values.
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Figure 5.6: Charge transfer for flash F02. The figure shows the cumulative charge transfer after
each time step (right axis) along with the 5 MHz E-change data (left axis) collected at K14 station.
The left-most black dashed line indicates the beginning of the stepped leader. The other two dashed
black lines mark two fast pulses that occurred during the stepped leader; there is a sudden slope
variation in cumulative charge after those times.
10 times smaller gain. However, ch2 has a higher signal-to-noise ratio that led to unacceptable χ2
values. Therefore we dropped the K02 sensor and used only three sensors (ch3 of K14, K17, and
K24) to model this stepped leader. Since the high-speed video camera only saw last 6 ms of data,
we modeled only the visible part of the stepped leader instead of the full stepped leader. During this
time, stepped leader traveled at about 4.8×105 ms−1 (about 0.16 % of speed of light). The temporal
development of the E-change at each station is shown in the bottom panel of the Figure 5.11 along
with χ2 values (top panel) and ∆E-change values (middle panel). The agreement between the
measured and modeled E-change versus time is quite good. The during final 6.1 ms of the stepped
leader, this leader deposited -2.33 C charge along the branched leader paths. The average line
charge density of the lower part of the stepped leader was -0.813 mC/m and the average current
was 0.38 kA. The resulting charge distribution is shown in the Figure 5.12.
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Figure 5.7: Charge distribution before the first RS of flash F02. The figure shows the nega-
tive charge distribution among various PBHSV locations and positive charge distribution among
PBFA/LDAR2 points. Negative charge magnitudes in coulombs are color coded. Positive charge
locations are indicated by a red circle around PBFA/LDAR2 location with the circles radius pro-
portional to the charge; a few of the red circles were annotated to give an indication of the charge
magnitudes. All PBFA/LDAR2 events that occurred before the first RS are shown as black dots,
but the model did not place positive charge on all of them.
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Figure 5.8: Snap shot of flash F18 is shown, similar to Figure 5.4, with PBHSV, PBFA, LDAR2,
and CGLSS data having 2627, 16, 28, and 1 points respectively. Five of the LDAR2 points were
occurred during the IBP period, 22 occurred during the stepped leader stage, and 1 (a 3900 m
altitude event that occurred during the IBP stage) was considered an outlier.
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Figure 5.10: E-change data for flash F18 is shown similar to Figure 5.3. The dotted red line shows
the time when the stepped leaders appear in the high-speed video data. Green dots shows 2627
sources found from PBHSV. The simultaneous multiple stepped leader branches are clearly visible
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Figure 5.11: Results for flash F18, Similar to Figure 5.5, are shown. We have not used K02 for this
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5.4 Error Sources
Errors for this chapter can be categorized into two main sections, errors of the data used and
errors of the model itself. The main errors are discussed briefly below.
The PBHSV data are one of the important data sources for the stepped leader modeling. As
discussed earlier, to determine the PBHSV locations we used the (x, y) location of the first RS
as a reference point and then assumed the stepped leader occurred in the vertical plan that passes
through this reference point perpendicular to the line connecting the high-speed video camera and
the reference point. Because of this assumption, stepped leader locations are forced onto this
plane. In addition, if the actual stepped leader is in front of or behind the plane mentioned, the step
altitudes z will be somewhat higher or lower, respectively. Errors due to the plane assumption will
tend be more prominent for stepped leader branches that spread in several horizontal directions.
Also, there is no guarantee that video camera sees all the stepped leader branches, since individual
branches or steps may not emit enough light for detection or may be hidden by clouds, etc. In
spite of these possible errors, it is clear that the PBHSV points provide a much better description
of multiple stepped leader channels and branches than the simple paths used in earlier models
(e.g., Proctor et al., 1988). We suspect that the quite reasonable agreement of the model with
multi-station measurements is attributable to the better description of the stepped leader geometry.
Other possible sources of error are the PBFA locations of IBPs, since the positive dipole
charges are placed on the PBFA points. Physically, IBPs are not point sources but are longer
lightning channels as described in Karunarathne et al. (2013) and found by Stolzenburg et al.
(2013a). Therefore, assuming point locations for a channel may introduce some errors.
In addition to errors from the data, there are errors involved with the model itself. When
there are multiple PBHSV locations for a given time step, we placed intensity-weighted charges
on the PBHSV locations. This method provided a better match than putting equal charges on each
PBHSV. However, we cannot be sure that intensity weighting is the best way to determine the
charges on each stepped leader steps. The model deposits positive point charges on the PBFA or
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LDAR2 locations obtained during the IBP period of the flash. However, in reality, the positive
charges may go deeper into the cloud both vertically and horizontally than the IBP locations. We
assume a single positive charge point at each time step even though we have multiple points to put
negative charges. In reality, there may also be multiple positive charge locations. Once we place
a dipole, we assume that this dipole does not change. However, in reality, as the stepped leader
develops, charges deposited previously might also move.
5.5 Summary and Discussion
In this chapter we applied the Time Dependent Multidipole Model (TDMD) (Lu et al., 2011)
to model stepped leaders of cloud to ground lightning flashes. The TDMD model input data were
improved by using Position By High-Speed Video (PBHSV). The PBHSV provided detailed time
evolution of stepped leader branches by locating the stepped leader tips. Each time step (i.e., each
video frame) often had multiple bright spots (stepped leader tips) with different pixel brightness.
In our model, −Q was distributed among the stepped leader tips according to how bright each tip
was. Then to complete the dipole, an equal and opposite charge, +Q, was placed at one of the
IBP locations determined with PBFA or LDAR2. Using this charge configuration, the E-change
difference at different sensors were calculated and compared with real data. The magnitude of
Q and the choice of the IBP location to place +Q were adjusted for the best possible calculated
E-change to match the real measurements at multiple sensors simultaneously.
Not all stepped leaders seen with the video camera are suitable for modeling. The video
camera missed the upper part of some stepped leaders. Obstructions from dense clouds or rain
can make stepped leaders look dimmer (interfering with the luminosity weighting of charges)
and make it more difficult to obtain PBHSV locations. For the E-change matching process, the
stepped leaders need to make significant electrostatic E-changes at multiple sensors. So far we
have modeled only CG flashes F02 and F18. A summary of data used for those flashes and results
of the modeling can be found in the Table 5.1.
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Table 5.1: Summary of parameters of stepped leader modeling. The quantities that are above the
horizontal line in the middle of the table are some statistics of the data used for modeling. The
physical quantities that are below the horizontal line are the parameters estimated by the model.
Property Flash F02 Flash F18
stepped leader Duration 16.1 ms 25 ms
Modeled Duration 16.1 ms 6.1 ms
Starting altitude 4.2 km 2.9 km
Number of HSV frames 805 305
Number of PBHSV 1596 2627
Number of PBFA (IBP locations) 58 16
Number of LDAR2 3 28
Number of measured waveforms matched 4 3
Total charge transferred -6.24 C -2.33 C
Average line charge density -1.49 mC/m -0.813 mC/m
Average Current 0.39 kA 0.38 kA
Average 2-D stepped leader Speed 2.67×105 m/s 4.8×105 m/s
The first example, flash F02, was an ideal case to study as almost the full stepped leader
was visible. The stepped leader lasted about 16.1 ms (805 video frames) and the author was able
to successfully match the entire stepped leader waveforms recorded at 4 close sensors. On the
other hand, the second example, flash F18, lasted about 25 ms but was only seen in the video for
the last 6.1 ms (305 video frames) of the stepped leader. This stepped leader was matched with 3
sensors. One important fact to notice is that the F02 had 1596 PBHSV locations in 16.1 ms making
about 100 points/ms temporal PBHSV density while F18 had a total of 2627 PBHSV locations in
6.1 ms making about 430 points/ms temporal PBHSV density. PBHSV density of F18 is higher
F02 in part because F18 had branches spreading over a wider region than F02 (about 3 km vs
1 km). Comparison of model outputs–average speed, line charge density, total charge, and average
current–to previous studies can be found in the Table 5.2
Our method has several advantages over Proctor et al. (1988). Matching 4 sensors gives us a
more constrained result than matching a single sensor. Unlike radio sources, we could see multiple
stepped leader locations during single 20 s time window. The PBHSV data have less altitude errors
and provide many more locations when the stepped leader is close to the ground than the radio
TOA techniques used by Proctor et al. (1988), by LMA, or by LDAR (see discussion in Thomas
et al., 2004). While Proctor et al. (1988) used constant or linearly changing charges for each time
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Table 5.2: Summary of the stepped leader modeling results and comparison to published literature.
Physical qauntity Reference Min Max Mean
Average speed v (×105 m/s)
Current study1 2.7 4.8 3.8
Proctor et al. (1988)2,3 0.3 4.2 (1.57±0.73)
Shao et al. (1995)4 – – 2
Stolzenburg et al. (2013a)1,5 4 18 –
Stolzenburg et al. (2013c)1 1.3 3.4 2.2
Line charge density ρL (mC/m)
Current study -0.8 -1.5 -1.2
Chapter 46 0.28 1.5 (0.56±0.50)
Proctor et al. (1988)2 0.6 1.3 0.956
Proctor (1997)2,8 0.7 8.7 3.38
Thomson et al. (1985)4 0.7 32 3.4
Lu et al. (2011)10 0.15 2.4 –
Total Charge Qtot (C)
Current study -0.8 -1.5 -1.2
Proctor et al. (1988)2,3 3.6 56.6 (16±14)
Average current (kA)
Current study -2.33 -6.24 0.385
Thomson et al. (1985)11 -7.8 -12.2 1.3
12-D estimations. 2For South Africa lightning. 3Obtained from Table 1 of Proctor et al. (1988).
4Florida lightning. 5Estimated for ‘initial leader’ extensions. 6line charge distribution values found
for IBPs. 7Calculated using given line charge density value. 8For intra-cloud flashes. 9Median
value. 10Calculated for different branches of leaders of intra-cloud flashes . 11Final leader current .
step, advances in computer software and hardware allow us to vary the charge values at each time
step to optimize matching the measured fields. Another difference from Proctor et al. (1988) is
placing positive charges at initial breakdown pulse locations (IBP). This technique is based on the
physical situation, since stepped leaders seems to start from the initial leader developed by IBPs
(Stolzenburg et al., 2013a). In a similar (but ad hoc) way, Proctor et al. (1988) got improved results
by placing positive charges 0.3 1.3 km above the stepped leader starting point.
Lu et al. (2011) applied their TDMD model for two intra-cloud (IC) flashes and successfully
modeled IC stepped leader development. Similar to (Proctor et al., 1988), they too used VHF
radio locations (LMA) to obtain the leader locations. Since there was only one LMA source for
a given time step, they had to use a single dipole for each time step. The model was named as
multi-dipole because, as time progress, a number of dipoles have been combined to generate the
E-change data. In contrast, our model can have multiple dipoles per given time step depending on
how many PBHSV locations were recorded for given video frame. If the exact Lu et al. (2011)
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TDMD model was followed for modeling CG stepped leaders using LMA data, the model would
also have trouble getting correct low altitude sources (similar to Proctor et al. (1988)). Therefore
the current study using PBHSV data has clear advantage when modeling stepped leaders of CG
flashes.
Unlike stepped leaders of CG flashes, IC flashes tend to spread horizontally rather than
vertically inside the cloud (Shao and Krehbiel, 1996). Therefore, the method from current study
may fail in two ways if it were used to model IC stepped leaders: (i) the 2-D locations of from
PBHSV may not accurately depict the horizon paths of the stepped and (ii) the stepped leaders
usually will not emit enough light to be captured by the camera.
The main errors for this study came from the PBHSV locations. The method of obtaining
PBHSV locations produces 2-D rather than 3-D locations of stepped leader tips. A future im-
provement would be to use synchronized stereo videography of lightning that could provide 3-D
stepped leader locations. Alternatively, one could use stereo still camera images of lightning to
get 3-D locations of the stepped leader and use a single high-speed camera to obtain the temporal
information of the stepped leader formation. The latter is more practical as sharp still images with
higher resolution and dynamic range than HSV camera might reproduce a 3-D lightning path more
accurately even though it may not have any temporal information.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY
The main objectives of this dissertation has been to use remote measurements and data
of electric field change meters, electric field mills, Lightning Detecting and Ranging (LDAR2),
Cloud to Ground Lightning Surveillance System (CGLSS), and high-speed video data to better
understand initial breakdown pulses (IBPs) and stepped leader propagation trough multi-sensor
modeling. The results from the modeled were compared with previous studies. This task was suc-
cessfully accomplished as a three step process: 1–locating initial breakdown pulses, 2–modeling
IBPs and 3–modeling stepped leader developments.
Finding accurate locations of IBPs was not only an accomplishment itself but also a key for
successfully completing the other two main parts of this dissertation, modeling IBPs and stepped
leaders. This work has been accepted for publication in the Journal of Geographical Research–
Atmospheres and is currently in press as Karunarathne et al. (2013). Until this publication, no
one has reported the finding the locations of individual IBPs. This work has been described in
Chapter 3. Some of the key points are,
1. It uses data from a network of 10 E-change sensor sites that cover a horizontal area approxi-
mately 70 km x 100 km. It is focused on giving the best location accuracy over the Kennedy
Space Center (KSC) area. PBFA requires E-change data from at least 5 sensor sites to ob-
tain the (x, y, z, t) position of an IBP or E-change data from 4 sensors to obtain the (x, y, t)
position of a RS.
2. The primary E-change sensors have a bandwidth from 0.16 Hz to 2.6 MHz (essentially span-
ning the ELF-MF frequency bands) and a sampling interval of 0.1 or 0.2 µs.
3. Event location errors within 10 km of the center of KSC (chosen at the LDAR2 origin) are
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typically less than 100 m in horizontal (x, y) position and less than 300 m (150 m) in altitude
(z) for events occurring at an altitude of 5 km (10 km).
4. Event timing errors are less than 0.25 µs within 20 km of the center of KSC.
5. It is cross-calibrated with CGLSS to estimate the peak current of each return stroke and to
give a rough estimate of the peak current of elevated sources like IB pulses.
6. Modeling suggests that the PBFA (x, y, z, t) location is at the position along the linear current
surge where the peak current occurred.
Initial breakdown pulses (IBPs) were modeled using four transmission line models. IBP
locations from PBFA were used as constraints. To the best of our knowledge, IBPs have not been
modeled before. Six classic IBPs were successfully modeled and the work and the results can be
summarized as follows.
7. Four modified transmission line models were used to model IBPs. Three of those are based
on previous studies (MTLL–linearly decaying current, MTLE–exponentially decaying cur-
rent, MTLEI–exponentially increasing current with altitude). The maximum peak current of
the above three models (MTLL, MTLE, and MTLEI) will occur at one end (bottom, bottom,
and top respectively) of the channel.
8. A new MTL model was proposed that has the parameters that can be adjusted so that the
maximum peak current can occur anywhere along the channel. This model, called MTL-
Kumaraswami has the altitude dependence of the current follow the Kumaraswami distribu-
tion.
9. All four models did a fairly reasonable job of modeling all IBPs and most of the time the
modeled data are visually indistinguishable. However, MTLE the most often was the best fit
to the real IBP data.
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10. For a given IBP, it is important to notice that many parameters (e.g., current risetime, cur-
rent fall time, two current shape parameters, current propagation speed, and charge moment
charge) estimated by different models were quite close to each other. This might be an
indication that these values are close to the correct values.
11. For a each IBP, the different models had substantially different peak currents and channel
lengths. This might be because each model handled the currents in its own unique way.
12. Ranges and mean values of some important parameters estimated by this project are found
in the Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Ranges and mean values of some IBP modeling parameters
Parameter Min Max Average
current risetime (µs) 4.8 25 (13±6)
current falltime (µs) 15 37 (25±6)
current speed∗ (×108 m/s) 0.78 1.8 (1.3±0.3)
channel length (km) 0.20 1.6 (0.6±0.3)
charge moment (C km) 0.015 0.30 (0.12±0.10)
peak current (kA) 16 404 (80±80)
absolute average line charge density (mC/m) 0.11 4.7 (0.90±0.90)
∗excluding one extreme case of MTLEI
13. Perhaps the most important physical difference of the all MTL models is how they deposited
charge along the IBP channel. Currents in the MTLL and MTLE models deposit nega-
tive charge along their paths and the mean total charges deposited (Qtot) were -0.35 and -
0.71 C. MTLEI currents effectively deposited positive charge along their paths with Qtot
= 1.3 C. MTLK is more special regarding how it handles the charges. Initially, along the
lower current path, the MTLK current effectively deposited positive charge while along the
upper path negative charge was deposited making the overall charge transfer is almost zero,
(Qtot = 3.8×10−5). Because of this the MTLK model apparently obeys conservation of
charge (without making that a model constraint). As a future improvement, one can im-
pose the conservation of charge on MTLK when changing the parameter making one more
physical constrain on modeling.
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Locating IBPs from PBFA were not only important when modeling IBPs but also were
important when modeling CG stepped leaders. The author studied two cases of CG stepped leaders
and the following is the summary of the method and findings.
14. Temporal 2-D location evolution of stepped leaders were obtained using high speed video
(PBHSV – Positions By High-Speed Video) data. Since this method is capable of finding
detailed locations of multiple stepped leader branches occurring simultaneously, it has a
substantial advantage over the VHF radio sources used in previous studies (e.g., Proctor
et al., 1988; Lu et al., 2011).
15. The Time Dependent Multidipole (TDMD) model of Lu et al. (2011) with a few modifi-
cations was used to model CG stepped leaders. The main modifications included (i) using
PBHSV locations instead of LMA locations as sites of negative dipolar charges, using HSV
pixel intensities to get relative negative charge values, and placing positive dipolar charges
on IBP locations (from PBFA and LDAR2).
16. The current study have several advantage over a similar study done by Proctor et al. (1988):
having more E-change sensors to match instead of one, obtaining locations from PBHSV
which gives more detailed temporal and spatial picture of lightning instead of one path ob-
tained by VHF sources, having accurate many low altitude locations from PBHSV instead of
relatively few, relatively inaccurate low altitude locations from VHF sources, use of TDMD
to allow different charges on different stepped leader tips instead of constant charge con-
straint, and having IBP locations to place positive charges instead of using the top of the
stepped leader path.
17. The main three parameters obtained for the two cases studied are listed in Table 6.2. These
values were quite close to many of the previous studies.
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Table 6.2: Physical quanties obtained when modeling two stepped leaders
Quantity Min Max Average
average speed v (×105 m/s) 2.7 4.8 3.8
line charge density ρL (mC/m) 1.5 0.8 1.2
Average current (kA) 0.39 0.38 0.385
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APPENDIX A: PHYSICAL DIMENSIONS OF ELECTRIC FIELD CHANGE METER
122
This appendix include the information about Computer-aided design (CAD) used for
electric field change meter (EFCM) design. Bill of materials can be seen in the Table A.1. The
exploded view of all the parts can be found in Figure A.1. Measurements and defferent views of
the instrument can be seen in Figure A.2.
Table A.1: Electric field change meter: Bill of materials. Some symbols: D – diameter, T –
thickness, L – length, and AL - aluminum.
Item Discription
1 M4 FLATHEAD CAPSCREW (METRIC L = 15 MM)
2 AL TOP PLATE (D = 216 MM, T = 3.5 MM)
3 TEFLON SEPARATOR (D = 9.7 MM, L = 46.3 MM
4 M11 HEXAHEAD BOLT
5 WASHER
6 AL BOTTOM PLATE (D = 152.4 MM, T = 3.5 MM)
7 M4 FLATHEAD CAPSCREW (METRIC L = 15 MM
8 TEFLON NECK
9 ALUMINUM ROD
10 M4 SOCKETHEAD CAPSCREW (METRIC L = 15 MM)
11 AL TOP CAP
12 TEFLON WASHER
13 M11 HEXAHEAD NUT
14 M4 SOCKETHEAD CAPSCREW (METRIC L = 15 MM)
15 AL CIRCUIT BOARD MOUNTER
16 M4 SOCKETHEAD CAPSCREW (METRIC L = 15 MM)
17 AL CAN (D = 63.5 MM)
18 AL BOTTOM PLATE
19 M4 SOCKETHEAD CAPSCREW (METRIC L = 15 MM)
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Figure A.1: An exploded view of the electric field change meter.
124
Figure A.2: Computer-aided design (CAD) of the electric field change meter. All length measurements are in mm.
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APPENDIX B: ELECTRONICS INSIDE ELECTRIC FIELD CHANGE METER
126
In this appendix, the circuit of EFCM and how it works will be explained. Inside
the metal can of EFCM, a populated printed circuit board (PCB) is placed. The circuit designs
are essentially the same as traditional slow and fast antenna circuits [Kitagawa and Brook, 1960],
but use operational amplifiers and other integrated circuits instead of the original vacuum tube
amplifiers. The EFCM has three main sections in its circuit, namely a power regulation section,
a slow antenna section, a fast antenna section. The circuit diagram is shown in Figure B.1. The
components are carefully chosen to ensure the operation within required speed and bandwidth,
especially IC1-5. For IC1-2, OPA602 integrated circuit (IC), which is a high-speed, precision,
wide band width (6.5 MHz), and low bias current operational amplifier (OP amp), is used. For
IC3-5, the buffer LH0002CN, which is a high input impedance (400 kΩ), low output impedance
(6 Ω), and high band width (30 MHz) line driver, is used. High precision (normally tolerance
within ±1%) capacitors and resistors were used.
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Figure B.1: The circuit diagram of the E-change meter
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The lower left-bottom corner of the Figure B.1 shows the ±12 V power regulator design,
which is very popular and common and uses DC regulators from 78XX and 79XX series of inte-
grated circuits (ICs), in this case 7812 and 7912 for ±12 V.
IC1 is the OP Amp for the slow antenna. Usually current output of IC1 is very limited
and therefore not able to drive longer co-axial cables. The buffer IC3 is used to make sure that
slow antenna output can be drive through longer coaxial cables (normally RG58 cables) connected
to X2 connector. The coaxial cable sends the slow antenna output to a digitizing card in the
data-collection computer. The RC relaxation part of the circuit is connected between RC-PIN1
(normally air wired to reduce any leakage currents) and RC-PIN2. (‘Air wired’ means the input
wire of the Op amp is not inserted into the IC socket like the rest of the Op amp pins. Instead this
input wire is bent outward and soldered to a metal post insulated by a Teflon standoff. The R and
C of the feedback loop are also soldered to the same post.)
IC2, IC4, and IC5 are the main components of the fast antenna. IC4 is the same buffer used in
slow antenna but here it serves the purpose of connecting the slow antenna output to the fast antenna
input while not interfering the slow antenna output. The output of this buffer will connected to the
RC relaxation circuit (C4 and R5) of the fast antenna which has a decay time of 100 µs which
is much less than that of the slow antenna (usually 10 s or 1 s). IC2 is basically a non-inverting
amplifier and has a variable gain that can be adjusted through the variable resistor R13. The gain
can be adjusted to a value within∼1-20 and follows the equation gain = 1+(R6+R13)/R7. The
output of this amplifier then connected to another buffer (IC5) to drive a coaxial cable that passes
the fast antenna output to a digitizing card in the data-collection computer.
X1-X5 are the SMB type connectors for external connections to the circuit. An external
(optional and has not used for our experiments) filter circuit to the slow antenna output can be
connected via X2 (to filter input) and X4 (from filter output). SMB connectors X1, X3, X5 are used
for input from the sensor plate and for fast antenna output and slow antenna output, respectively.
Most of the jumpers (short wires marked as J1, J2, etc) were used to achieve a single-sided
PCB design. If optional external filter is not used, the jumper J
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Table B.1: Part list of the PCB. The second column contain the packages used by the EAGLE R© cad
software. The parts in the third column matched with the circuit diagram and PCB layout shown
in Figures B.1 and B.2 respectively.
Qty Value Device Parts
1 0.001uF C-US050-025X075 C4
10 0.01uF C-EU025-025X050 C2, C3, C7, C8, C9, C10, C18, C21, C22, C25
4 0.01uF C-US050-024X044 C5, C6, C11, C13
1 1.0k R-US-0204/5 R7
10 10uF CPOL-USB45181A C12, C14, C15, C16, C19, C20, C23, C24, C26,
C27
1 20K TRIM US-CT6 R13-FA-GAIN
2 100 R-US 0204/5 R3, R4
2 100 R-US 0207/12 R2, R6
1 100k R-US 0204/5 R5
1 7812 78XXS IC6
1 7912 79XXS IC7
1 INPUT ST-SMB-V X1
1 FIL-IN ST-SMB-V X2
1 FA-OUT ST-SMB-V X3
1 FIL-OUT ST-SMB-V X4
1 SA-OUT ST-SMB-V X5
1 J5MM J5MM J2
2 J7MM J7MM J3, J8
1 J10MM J10MM J4
3 J12MM J12MM J1, J6, J7
1 Rm-Filter J5MM J5
3 LH0002CN LH0002N IC3, IC4, IC5
2 OPA602BM AD540H IC1, IC2
1 Power Supply M03 SL1
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Figure B.2: Gerber layers produced for E-change meter PCB. The layer colors were assigned as
follows. Purple - bottom copper paths of the circuit, blue - drill holes, green - bottom solder mask,
and black - top silk screen
Figure B.3: A populated PCB. The left panel shows the top view of the PCB with components.
Note that SMB connectors have not used so output wires were directly connected to the BNC
connectors in the aluminum can housing shown in Figure 2.1. The right panel shows a zoomed snap
shot around the charge amplifier OP Amp. Note that the sensitive pin (RC-PIN1) has effectively
been air wired to reduce leakage currents; this connection is supported by a white Teflon post.
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Table B.2: R and C values for different gains. A sensor becomes more sensitive when it has a
higher gain number. Since the capacitor value for a gain number is factor of ∼1/3 of the previous
gain number, the relative gain of a gain number with respective to previous gain number will be a
factor of ∼3.
Gain number C (nF) R10s (GΩ) R1s (GΩ)
2 10.0 1.00 0.100
3 3.33 3.00 0.300
4 1.00 10.0 1.00
5 0.330 30.0 3.00
6 0.100 100 10.0
7 .0330 300 30.0
Setting up the circuit for suitable gain is very important. If the gain is too high the amplifier
will detect lightning flashes happening a long way from the sensor, but will be saturated by close
flashes. Since our experiments focused on lightning happening close to KSC, we had to choose an
appropriate gain that would not saturate for these flashes. The gain of the slow-antenna is given by
the Equation 2.1. Once installed, Aeff will have some fixed, site-specific value, and the only way
to control the gain is by choosing an appropriate value for C. Usually the capacitor value is small
(nF type) and therefore the resistor value becomes very large (GΩ type) for RC values of 1 or 10 s.
Because of this huge resistance, the leakage currents matter: that is the main reason the RC-PIN1
has air wired. The time constant τ = RC can be chosen freely and we experimented with 1 s and
10 s. If the time constant is very fast, the sensor will not produce the accurate wave shapes for
slower E-field changes as the voltage will decay too quickly towards zero. On the hand choosing
very long time constant will cause sensors to saturate more easily after few flashes as it will be too
slow to go back to 0 V. After choosing appropriate value for the decay time constant, appropriate
values for R and C chosen by trial and error. The set of RC values decided on for τ = 1, 10 s is
shown in the Table B.2 with their assigned ‘gain numbers’. In order to see very close (∼30km)
and close (∼100km) events effectively, we decided to have two sensors (Ch2 and Ch3) at each data
collection station with τ = 10, 1 s and relative gain values = 3,10, respectively (so that Ch3 has a
gain of 3.33 times the gain of Ch2).
The PCB design includes the fast antenna circuit, and its time constant was chosen to be
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100 µs. The gain of the fast antenna was set to either ∼10 or 20 by adjusting R13. The data
acquisition card used only has four inputs. One input was assigned to the Pulse Per Second (PPS)
from the GPS. Two of the remaining channels were assigned for the 1 s and 10 s slow antennas.
Therefore, only one fast antenna could recorded on the remaining channel, and the fast antenna of
10 s antenna PCB was chosen. Other than giving out fast pulse information, the fast antenna serve
the important duty of the triggering the system for lightning events.
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APPENDIX C: EFCM CALIBRATION
134
The KSC field mills are routinely calibrated since they provide important information
for KSC operations when electrified storms are nearby. Thus the KSC field mill data can be used
to calibrate our K-sensors by comparing E-changes due to RSs of both instruments. Since field
mills record the E-change data with 50 samples/s, it is difficult to identify individual RSs in multi
stroke flashes. For this reason, only single stroke RS waveforms were used for calibration. From
an automated program, single stroke RS flashes were identified using CGLSS data. Then the
calibration factor mc and the offset Cc were determined by matching measured lp2 waveform ym
(down-sampled to 50 Hz to match field mill sampling frequency) to the actual field mill waveform
yc following the equation below.
yc = mcym + Cc (C.1)
The lp2 was used for this calibration as it has the longest decay time constant and therefore
has the least measurement error due to electronic decay. A plot showing both EFCM and field
mill data for each RS was saved to disc and later examined individually to remove mistakes of
the automated program. The average of multiplication factor of N samples was considered as the
absolute gain of the channel lp2 (or Ch2). Once Ch2 was calibrated, Ch1 and Ch3 were calibrated
by comparing their magnitudes to the Ch2 magnitudes using any return stroke fields. The Ch1
and Ch3 gains were calculated with respect to Ch2 and are called relative gains. Ch2 and Ch3
calibrations were usually quite reliable while Ch1 was not quite as good because of its fast decay
time.
A different technique has been used for the outer sensors calibrations. From a similar auto-
mated program, CGLSS data were used to identify RSs that contacted the ground at equal distance
(within <5% tolerance) from a K-sensor and the outer sensor of interest. Then the gain of the Ch3
of the outer sensor was calculated with respective to Ch3 of the K-sensor. Normally distance return
strokes were used for this calibration, and when they were not exactly the same distance from sen-
sors, a 1/R propagation correction was introduced assuming the sensors detected just the radiation
field. Once Ch3 was calibrated, Ch1 and Ch2 were calibrated following the same procedure as for
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Figure C.1: Sample calibration curves. Top left curve shows calibration of K17:lp2 with respective
to KSC field mill No.17. Top right and bottom left shows calibration of Ch1 and Ch3 with respec-
tive to Ch2 of the K17. The bottom right shows the cross calibration of STC:Ch3 with respective
to K24:ch3.
K-sensors. Sample calibration results for Aug. 14, 2011 are shown in Table C.1 and C.2. Sample
plots for K17 calibrations and STC Ch3 calibration are shown in Figure C.1.
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Table C.1: Calibration results for Aug. 14. 2011. Abs. gain is the absolute gain of the antenna which can be used to convert voltage
reading from antenna to V/m by direct multiplication. Rel. Gains are the gains relative to Ch2 antenna and N is the number of sample
used.
Sensor
ch1 Calibration lp2 Calibration ch3 Calibration
N Rel. Gain STD % Error N Abs. Gain STD % Error N Rel. Gain STD % Error
K02 66 19.494 0.517 2.7 41 1309.1 38.9 3.0 83 9.898 0.196 2.0
K14 55 19.323 0.488 2.5 41 1305.2 41.0 3.1 36 10.108 0.187 1.9
K17 80 18.635 0.507 2.7 79 1219.3 32.1 2.6 104 10.175 0.185 1.8
K24 108 18.390 0.478 2.6 45 1415.9 27.0 1.9 51 10.840 0.104 1.0
BCC 44 18.679 0.573 3.1 x 1380.5 61.3 4.4 24 18.560 0.318 1.7
EDW 40 18.900 0.373 2.0 x 1861.4 119.2 6.4 39 8.362 0.212 2.5
STC 80 19.393 0.462 2.4 x 611.8 25.3 4.1 54 9.021 0.161 1.8
FLT 85 17.809 0.551 3.1 x 433.8 17.6 4.1 97 8.138 0.122 1.5
OVD 71 9.607 0.252 2.6 x 594.0 39.7 6.7 58 8.451 0.107 1.3
FFI 56 18.571 0.566 3.0 x x x x x x x x
Table C.2: Cross calibration results of outer Ch2 sensors. The K24 sensor is used to calculate the relative gain as it has the smallest
calibration standard deviation
Sensor Against N Rel. Gain STD % Error
BCC K24 56 1.7562 0.0614 3.5
EDW K14 11 0.5801 0.0267 4.6
STC K24 71 1.9260 0.0588 3.1
FLT K24 58 2.4502 0.0759 3.1
OVD K24 41 1.8582 0.1153 6.2
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The waveforms from E-change meters are digitized with 12 bit resolution in ±5 V range.
Therefore the minimum detectable voltage difference is 0.0024 V. Then, the minimum noise level
or the minimum measurement error at each sensor can be calculated by multiplying that number
with the respective gain. The calculated values are shown in Table C.3. The actual noise level
might be higher than these theoretical values due to difference in local electrical noise at different
locations.
Table C.3: Minimum noise levels calculated for different sensors in V/m. Note that actual mea-
surement errors might be higher than these values as it will depend on the local electrical noise.
Sensor ch1 ch2 ch3
K02 0.16 3.14 0.32
K14 0.16 3.13 0.31
K17 0.16 2.93 0.29
K24 0.18 3.40 0.31
BCC 0.18 3.31 0.18
EDW 0.24 4.47 0.53
STC 0.08 1.47 0.16
FLT 0.06 1.04 0.13
OVD 0.15 1.43 0.17
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APPENDIX D: PEAK CURRENT ESTIMATIONS
139
As mentioned above, the E-change data can also be useful in estimating peak currents
associated with IBPs and other fast pulses. At this time LDAR2 does not report peak current
(or VHF power) for detected sources. The CGLSS does report the peak currents of every return
stroke it detects (e.g., Wilson et al., 2009). Since the return strokes are also clearly detected in
the E-change data, we can use the peak currents for CGLSS return strokes to cross-calibrate the
E-change data to estimate peak currents of IBPs.
According to the transmission line model, peak magnetic field Bp is related to peak current
Ip as in the following equation, (Uman and McLain, 1970):
Ip(t) = −2picD
µ0v
Bp
(
t+
D
c
)
(D.1)
where c is the velocity of light, D is the distance to the lightning pulse, µ0 is the permeability
of free-space, and v is the velocity of the lightning pulse. Orville (1991) used the well-known
relation, E/B=c, to determine E in the radiation zone; this relation is correct when the distance of
the E and B sensors is more than a few tens of kilometers from the return stroke. E is the vertical
electric field intensity at the E sensor. This lead to an alternate form of Eq.D.1 to find peak currents
from E-change measurements.
Ip(t) = −2piD0c
2
v
Ep
(
t+
D
c
)
(D.2)
where 0 is the permittivity of free space.
Calculating peak current using Eq.D.2 requires a knowledge of the velocity of the lightning
pulse. For return stroke peak current calculations, Willett et al. (1989) determined that v = 1.5 ×
108m/s is a reasonable approximation. Using Eq.D.2 ,Orville (1991) calculated peak currents
for 18 triggered lightning negative return strokes using wideband magnetic direction finders; the
calculated currents had errors less than 6% when compared to channel based currents measured at
the triggering site. Orville (1991) also estimated the attenuation of signal strength as a function of
distance. For far fields, it was found that the calculated signal strength decays as D−1.13 instead of
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D−1 as suggested by transmission line model, at least “for the geographical area of Florida” where
the experiment was performed. CGLSS also uses the 1.13 power law correction (Wilson et al.,
2009). Wilson et al. (2009) indicated that instead of the 1.13 power law, the NLDN (National
Lightning Detection Network) uses an exponential correction with a space constant of 1000 km,
but that differences in two methods of range correction are less than 2%. Excellent reviews of
NLDN peak current detection efficiency using rocket-triggered lightning data can be found in
Jerauld et al. (2005) and Nag et al. (2011). The latter compared 139 return stroke peak currents
from negative triggered lightning to NLDN peak current estimations and said that “The current
estimation errors never exceeded 129% in absolute value (60% if two outliers are excluded)”.
In order to estimate peak currents, first we need to calibrate the E-change sensors. One
way to do this is to use calibrated E-change data along with known current measurements and
Equation D.2. Orville (1991) calibrated their six wideband magnetic direction finders with mea-
sured triggered lightning. NLDN also has used rocket triggered lightning to calibrate their sensors
(Jerauld et al., 2005; Cummins et al., 2006; Wilson et al., 2009). Since no triggered lightning ex-
periments occurred during our data collection, we decided to calibrate the E-change sensors with
CGLSS peak currents (IpCG). (Although we have separately calibrated the E-change data against
the KSC E data to obtain absolute E-change values, for this peak current comparison we use uncal-
ibrated voltage (V) data which are proportional to the E change. Using uncalibrated data will avoid
any errors associated with the E-change calibration.) We plot IpCG vs. VpD1.13 and determine the
best fit parameters for peak current calibration parameters. For this process, return strokes in the
30 - 100 km range that triggered any of the E-change sensors were used. Using more than 30 km
will insure radiation field change without electrostatic and induction field contributions. An upper
range of 100 km was used because for most return strokes, the E-change data are close to noise
level beyond this distance. A sample of peak current calibration plot for the OVD sensor using this
method is given in the Figure D.1 (top).
Another way of approaching the peak current calibration is to use the Hilbert Transform
(HT) to get the signal amplitude. Since the IBPs are usually bipolar, the HT method is more
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Figure D.1: CGLSS peak current (I − p) vs. Peak voltage (V − p) × Range1.13 (R1.13) is plotted.
Data for 7347 return strokes that were within 30-100 km from OVD sensor were used. The top
plot is generated using peak voltages change (un-calibrated) of RSs while the bottom plot use the
peaks obtained from Hilbert transform. Both plots seem well correlated, but the HT has a slightly
better correlation.
suitable for getting peak E-field change regardless of IBP type, IC or CG. When applying the HT
technique for an analytic time signal, the real part of the transform gives the original signal while
imaginary part gives the Hilbert Transform. Using the magnitude of the real and imaginary parts,
one can obtain the envelop peak of the signal. Examples of using the HT for a return stroke, an
IBP of a CG flash, and an IBP of an IC flash are given in Figure D.2. Using the RS peaks obtained
from this way, the peak current calibration plot for OVD is also given in the Figure D.1.
Peak current calibration parameters are generally slope and intercept information for a straight
line. Once these parameters are obtained, this information can be used to calculate any peak cur-
rent for a pulse if we know the peak voltage change and the distance to the pulse. However, the
significant assumption made here is the speeds of the pulses are the same as the return strokes.
In order to get away from this assumption, one can introduce a correction factor p based on the
velocity of the pulse:
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Figure D.2: The application of Hilbert Transform for three different cases: a RS, an IBP of a CG
flash, and an IBP of an IC flash, from top to bottom respectively. Note that all three cases, the
HT calculates the magnitude of the signal envelop, making it a more practical way to obtain the
leading peak value.
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Ip = p[mVpr
1.13 + c] (D.3)
where the slope m and the intercept c are from calibration process, while the peak voltage dif-
ference, Vp, and the distance to the pulse, r, are from the flash event data. The correction factor
p = Speed of the return strokesSpeed of the pulse will make the speed correction. For the return stroke speed we may use
vR.S = 1.5× 108m/s as suggested by Willett et al. (1989) and Orville (1991).
In practice, we have been using the Hilbert Transform method to determine peak current
since it has a slightly better correlation coefficient and can be more objectively applied to both RSs
and bipolar IBPs.
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APPENDIX E: IBP MODELING: ADITIONAL EXAMPLES
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This appendix contains plots and tables for 4 additional examples of IBP modeling for
Chapter 4. Figures for given examples will be similar to Figures 4.11 – 4.16 presented for IBP-02
in Chapter 4. Tables will be similar to Tables 4.5 and 4.6 presented for IBP-02.
E.1 Example 3 (IBP-03) : Catogory A
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Figure E.1: (x, y) location of the pulse IBP-03.
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Table E.1: Distance and E-change values for IBP-03. R is the distance from PBFA location of
the IBP to each sensor. ∆Enp is the E-change of the 0 V/m to negative peak and ∆Epp is the
peak to peak E-change. Normalized E-change values are estimated E-change values at 100 km.
Excluding sensors closer than 30 km, the average normalized negative peak (∆Enpn) and peak to
peak (∆Eppn) values for this pulse are 3.13 V/m and 4.60 V/m.
Sensor R (Km)
∆Enp (V/m) ∆Epp (V/m)
Measured Normalized Measured Normalized
K02 21.13 18.45 3.90 23.41 4.95
K14 24.61 17.51 4.31 22.70 5.59
K24 37.10 9.96 3.69 13.40 4.97
K17 28.36 12.87 3.65 16.82 4.77
STC 93.08 3.14 2.93 4.82 4.48
FLT 81.11 3.79 3.08 5.61 4.55
OVD 68.97 4.10 2.83 6.39 4.40
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Calc
Manual Para search (MTLL) 
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T−offset = 22:53:39.036182 UT
T−duration = 70 µs
t−step =    1.0 µs 
dh     =     50 m 
maxA   =   34.3 kA 
Charge Mom   =  73.73 C m
H1     =   5942 m 
H2     =   6370 m 
x0     =   9532 m 
y0     =  27516 m 
t1     =   15.1 µs 
t2     =   51.8 µs 
v      =  1.7e+08 m/s 
alpInd =   15.6
Fit values...
ρ =  6.65e−01
ρ
norm
 =  4.59e−02
Figure E.2: Model results for IBP-03 using MTLL.
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Real
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Manual Para search (MTLE)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T−offset = 22:53:39.036182 UT
T−duration = 70 µs 
t−step =    1.0 µs 
dh     =     50 m
maxA   =   60.2 kA 
Charge Mom   =  72.61 C m 
H1     =   5942 m
H2     =   7500 m
x0     =   9532 m
y0     =  27516 m
t1     =   15.3 µs 
t2     =   51.5 µs 
v      =  1.7e+08 m/s 
lamda =    120 m
alpInd =   15.5
Fit values...
ρ =  6.58e−01
ρ
norm
 =  4.54e−02
Figure E.3: Model results for IBP-03 using MTLE.
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Manual Para search (MTLEI) 
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T−offset = 22:53:39.036182 UT
T−duration = 70 µs
t−step =    1.0 µs 
dh     =     50 m 
A   =  2.9e−02 kA 
PeakCurr   =   88.3 kA 
Charge Mom   =  73.91 C m 
H1     =   5060 m 
H2     =   5942 m 
x0     =   9532 m 
y0     =  27516 m 
t1     =   15.2 µs 
t2     =   51.5 µs 
v      =  1.7e+08 m/s 
lamda =    110 m 
alpInd =   15.4
Fit values...
ρ =  6.56e−01
ρ
norm
 =  4.45e−02
Figure E.4: Model results for IBP-03 using MTLEI
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T−offset = 22:53:39.036182 UT
T−duration = 70 µs
t−step =    1.0 µs 
dh     =     50 m 
maxA   =   50.8 kA 
Charge Mom   =  76.04 C m
H1     =   5751 m 
Hm     =   5942 m 
H2     =   6490 m 
x0     =   9532 m 
y0     =  27516 m 
t1     =   15.3 µs 
t2     =   51.3 µs 
v      =  1.8e+08 m/s 
alpInd =   15.4
a    =    1.5
b    =    3.2
Fit values...
ρ =  6.86e−01
ρ
norm
 =  4.66e−02
Figure E.5: Model results for IBP-03 using MTLK.
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Figure E.6: line charge distribution of IBP-03 of all models.
Table E.2: Estimated parameters for MTL models for IBP-03 are listed. Pre-estimated parameters
are parenthesized. Parameters that came out from the model are underlined. Blank parameters are
not used by the corresponding MTL model.
MTLL MTLE MTLEI MTLK
x0 (m) (9532) (9532) (9532) (9532)
y0 (m) (27516) (27516) (27516) (27516)
H1 (m) (5942) (5942) 5060 5751
Hm (m) - - - (5942)
H2 (m) 6370 7500 (5942) 6490
Channel Length (m) 428 276 882 739
t1 (µs) 15.1 15.3 15.2 15.3
t2 (µs) 51.8 51.5 51.5 51.3
v (×108 m/s) 1.7 1.7 1.7 1.8
λ (m) - 120 110 -
αind 15.6 15.5 15.4 15.4
a - - - 1.5
β - - - 3.2
A (kA) 34.3 60.2 88.3 50.8
P (C m) 73.7 72.3 73.9 76.0
ρ 0.665 0.658 0.656 0.686
ρnorm 4.59×10−2 4.47×10−2 4.45×10−2 4.66×10−2
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E.2 Example 4 (IBP-04) – Catogory A
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Figure E.7: (x, y) location of the pulse IBP-04.
Table E.3: Distance and E-change values for IBP-04. R is the distance from PBFA location of
the IBP to each sensor. ∆Enp is the E-change of the 0 V/m to negative peak and ∆Epp is the
peak to peak E-change. Normalized E-change values are estimated E-change values at 100 km.
Excluding sensors closer than 30 km, the average normalized negative peak (∆Enpn) and peak to
peak (∆Eppn) values for this pulse are 7.86 V/m and 12.88 V/m.
Sensor R (Km)
∆Enp (V/m) ∆Epp (V/m)
Measured Normalized Measured Normalized
K02 18.35 41.24 7.57 61.52 11.29
K14 32.58 25.63 8.35 42.86 13.96
K24 34.91 24.85 8.68 37.95 13.25
K17 28.60 29.29 8.38 44.33 12.68
EDW 29.82 24.49 7.30 40.23 11.99
STC 64.90 11.84 7.69 19.54 12.68
FLT 77.96 9.45 7.37 16.02 12.49
OVD 34.20 21.14 7.23 35.10 12.00
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Manual Para search (MTLL) 
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T−offset = 22:03:29.67941 UT
T−duration = 100 µs
t−step =    1.0 µs 
dh     =     50 m 
maxA   =   82.4 kA 
Charge Mom   =  289.05 C m
H1     =   5530 m 
H2     =   6160 m 
x0     = −24653 m 
y0     =  20106 m 
t1     =   19.4 µs 
t2     =   46.1 µs 
v      =  1.2e+08 m/s 
alpInd =    8.7
Fit values...
ρ =  1.83e+00
ρ
norm
 =  4.75e−02
Figure E.8: Model results for IBP-04 using MTLL.
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Manual Para search (MTLE)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T−offset = 22:03:29.67941 UT
T−duration = 100 µs 
t−step =    1.0 µs 
dh     =     50 m
maxA   =  154.0 kA 
Charge Mom   =  296.87 C m 
H1     =   5530 m
H2     =   7000 m
x0     = −24653 m
y0     =  20106 m
t1     =   19.9 µs 
t2     =   46.9 µs 
v      =  1.1e+08 m/s 
lamda =    170 m
alpInd =    8.7
Fit values...
ρ =  1.84e+00
ρ
norm
 =  4.79e−02
Figure E.9: Model results for IBP-04 using MTLE.
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T−offset = 22:03:29.67941 UT
T−duration = 100 µs
t−step =    1.0 µs 
dh     =     50 m 
A   =  6.0e+00 kA 
PeakCurr   =  206.5 kA 
Charge Mom   =  269.65 C m 
H1     =   5070 m 
H2     =   5530 m 
x0     = −24653 m 
y0     =  20106 m 
t1     =   19.9 µs 
t2     =   46.7 µs 
v      =  1.1e+08 m/s 
lamda =    130 m 
alpInd =    8.8
Fit values...
ρ =  1.96e+00
ρ
norm
 =  5.04e−02
Figure E.10: Model results for IBP-04 using MTLEI
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T−duration = 100 µs
t−step =    1.0 µs 
dh     =     50 m 
maxA   =  118.8 kA 
Charge Mom   =  290.13 C m
H1     =   5244 m 
Hm     =   5530 m 
H2     =   6260 m 
x0     = −24653 m 
y0     =  20106 m 
t1     =   19.9 µs 
t2     =   46.7 µs 
v      =  1.1e+08 m/s 
alpInd =    9.2
a    =    1.5
b    =    2.9
Fit values...
ρ =  1.80e+00
ρ
norm
 =  4.70e−02
Figure E.11: Model results for IBP-04 using MTLK.
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Figure E.12: line charge distribution of IBP-04 of all models. Similar to Figure 4.10, the left and
right limits of the horizontal axis were limited to ±5.0 mC m−1 in order to show variations of all
curves. However, line charge distribution of MTLK and MTLE have values of 25.1 mC m−1 and
-9.9 mC m−1 at the starting altitude and that of MTLEI has a value of 11.6 mC m−1 at the top
altitude.
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Table E.4: Estimated parameters for MTL models for IBP-04 are listed. Pre-estimated parameters
are parenthesized. Parameters that came out from the model are underlined. Blank parameters are
not used by the corresponding MTL model.
MTLL MTLE MTLEI MTLK
x0 (m) (-24653) (-24653) (-24653) (-24653)
y0 (m) (20106) (20106) (20106) (20106)
H1 (m) (5530) (5530) 5070 5244
Hm (m) - - - (5530)
H2 (m) 6160 7000 (5530) 6260
Channel Length (m) 630 391 460 1016
t1 (µs) 19.4 19.9 19.9 19.9
t2 (µs) 46.1 46.9 46.7 46.7
v (×108 m/s) 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.1
λ (m) - 170 130 -
αind 8.7 8.7 8.8 9.2
a - - - 1.5
β - - - 2.9
A (kA) 82.4 154 206 119
P (C m) 289 297 270 290
ρ 1.83 1.84 1.96 1.80
ρnorm 4.75×10−2 4.79×10−2 5.04×10−2 4.70×10−2
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E.3 Example 5 (IBP-05) : Catogory B
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Figure E.13: (x, y) location of the pulse IBP-05.
Table E.5: Distance and E-change values for IBP-05. R is the distance from PBFA location of
the IBP to each sensor. ∆Enp is the E-change of the 0 V/m to negative peak and ∆Epp is the
peak to peak E-change. Normalized E-change values are estimated E-change values at 100 km.
Excluding sensors closer than 30 km, the average normalized negative peak (∆Enpn) and peak to
peak (∆Eppn) values for this pulse are 2.61 V/m and 3.70 V/m.
Sensor R (Km)
∆Enp (V/m) ∆Epp (V/m)
Measured Normalized Measured Normalized
K02 24.18 6.81 1.65 9.85 2.38
K14 11.44 13.32 1.52 19.86 2.27
K24 7.25 7.89 0.57 16.42 1.19
K17 10.45 6.28 0.66 11.70 1.22
STC 67.89 2.89 1.96 4.47 3.04
FLT 48.05 6.79 3.26 9.05 4.35
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Manual Para search (MTLL) 
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T−offset = 21:46:09.3193 UT
T−duration = 70 µs
t−step =    1.0 µs 
dh     =     50 m 
maxA   =   16.3 kA 
Charge Mom   =  47.04 C m
H1     =   5657 m 
H2     =   6240 m 
x0     =   1189 m 
y0     =  −5294 m 
t1     =    5.0 µs 
t2     =   27.0 µs 
v      =  1.0e+08 m/s 
alpInd =   13.0
Fit values...
ρ =  1.41e+00
ρ
norm
 =  1.16e−01
Figure E.14: Model results for IBP-05 using MTLL.
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T−offset = 21:46:09.3193 UT
T−duration = 70 µs 
t−step =    1.0 µs 
dh     =     50 m
maxA   =   24.4 kA 
Charge Mom   =  45.61 C m 
H1     =   5657 m
H2     =   7500 m
x0     =   1189 m
y0     =  −5294 m
t1     =    6.6 µs 
t2     =   28.6 µs 
v      =  7.8e+07 m/s 
lamda =  2.201000e+02 m
alpInd =   13.0
Fit values...
ρ =  1.34e+00
ρ
norm
 =  1.09e−01
Figure E.15: Model results for IBP-05 using MTLE.
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−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T−offset = 21:46:09.3193 UT
T−duration = 70 µs
t−step =    1.0 µs 
dh     =     50 m 
A   =  6.3e−02 kA 
PeakCurr   =   60.5 kA 
Charge Mom   =  45.65 C m 
H1     =   4910 m 
H2     =   5597 m 
x0     =   1189 m 
y0     =  −5294 m 
t1     =    7.1 µs 
t2     =   33.7 µs 
v      =  9.8e+07 m/s 
lamda =    100 m 
alpInd =   13.2
Fit values...
ρ =  1.56e+00
ρ
norm
 =  1.27e−01
Figure E.16: Model results for IBP-05 using MTLEI
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Manual Para search (MTLK) 
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T−offset = 21:46:09.3193 UT
T−duration = 70 µs
t−step =    1.0 µs 
dh     =     50 m 
maxA   =   46.9 kA 
Charge Mom   =  48.06 C m
H1     =   5526 m 
Hm     =   5657 m 
H2     =   6180 m 
x0     =   1189 m 
y0     =  −5294 m 
t1     =    7.0 µs 
t2     =   33.2 µs 
v      =  9.8e+07 m/s 
alpInd =   13.1
a    =    1.5
b    =    4.4
Fit values...
ρ =  1.44e+00
ρ
norm
 =  1.18e−01
Figure E.17: Model results for IBP-05 using MTLK.
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Figure E.18: line charge distribution of IBP-05 of all models.
Table E.6: Estimated parameters for MTL models for IBP-05 are listed. Pre-estimated parameters
are parenthesized. Parameters that came out from the model are underlined. Blank parameters are
not used by the corresponding MTL model.
MTLL MTLE MTLEI MTLK
x0 (m) (1189) (1189) (1189) (1189)
y0 (m) (-5294) (-5294) (-5294) (-5294)
H1 (m) (5657) (5657) 4910 5526
Hm (m) - - - (5657)
H2 (m) 6240 7500 (5657) 6180
Channel Length (m) 583 506 747 654
t1 (µs) 5.0 6.6 7.1 7.0
t2 (µs) 27.0 28.6 33.7 33.2
v (×108 m/s) 1.0 0.78 0.98 0.98
λ (m) - 220 100 -
αind 13.0 13.0 13.2 13.1
a - - - 1.5
β - - - 4.4
A (kA) 16.3 24.4 60.5 46.9
P (C m) 47.0 45.6 45.6 48.06
ρ 1.41 1.34 1.56 1.44
ρnorm 1.16×10−1 1.09×10−1 1.27×10−1 1.18×10−1
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E.4 Example 6 (IBP-06) : Catogory A
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Figure E.19: (x, y) location of the pulse IBP-06.
Table E.7: Distance and E-change values for IBP-06. R is the distance from PBFA location of the
IBP to each sensor. ∆Enp is the E-change of the 0 V/m to negative peak and ∆Epp is the peak
to peak E-change. Normalized E-change values are estimated E-change values at 100 km. The
average normalized negative peak (∆Enpn) and peak to peak (∆Eppn) values for this pulse are
3.23 V/m and 4.73 V/m.
Sensor R (Km)
∆Enp (V/m) ∆Epp (V/m)
Measured Normalized Measured Normalized
K02 116.42 2.82 3.28 3.94 4.59
K14 101.76 3.67 3.73 5.27 5.36
K24 92.93 3.57 3.32 5.07 4.71
K17 101.71 3.14 3.20 4.51 4.58
STC 107.29 2.68 2.88 4.19 4.49
FLT 49.36 6.79 3.35 9.83 4.85
OVD 136.56 2.08 2.85 3.30 4.50
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Manual Para search (MTLL) 
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T−offset = 22:19:37.95508 UT
T−duration = 95 µs
t−step =    1.0 µs 
dh     =     50 m 
maxA   =   22.1 kA 
Charge Mom   =  61.98 C m
H1     =   6612 m 
H2     =   7230 m 
x0     =  28663 m 
y0     = −93900 m 
t1     =   10.9 µs 
t2     =   36.0 µs 
v      =  1.6e+08 m/s 
alpInd =   11.6
Fit values...
ρ =  2.91e−01
ρ
norm
 =  5.55e−02
Figure E.20: Model results for IBP-06 using MTLL.
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Manual Para search (MTLE)
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T−offset = 22:19:37.95508 UT
T−duration = 95 µs 
t−step =    1.0 µs 
dh     =     50 m
maxA   =   65.7 kA 
Charge Mom   =  63.12 C m 
H1     =   6612 m
H2     =   8000 m
x0     =  28663 m
y0     = −93900 m
t1     =   10.6 µs 
t2     =   34.7 µs 
v      =  1.3e+08 m/s 
lamda =    100 m
alpInd =   10.7
Fit values...
ρ =  2.96e−01
ρ
norm
 =  5.66e−02
Figure E.21: Model results for IBP-06 using MTLE.
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Manual Para search (MTLEI) 
−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
T−offset = 22:19:37.95508 UT
T−duration = 95 µs
t−step =    1.0 µs 
dh     =     50 m 
A   =  5.6e−04 kA 
PeakCurr   =   59.9 kA 
Charge Mom   =  67.69 C m 
H1     =   4990 m 
H2     =   6612 m 
x0     =  28663 m 
y0     = −93900 m 
t1     =   10.9 µs 
t2     =   34.9 µs 
v      =  1.3e+08 m/s 
lamda =    140 m 
alpInd =   10.6
Fit values...
ρ =  2.90e−01
ρ
norm
 =  5.61e−02
Figure E.22: Model results for IBP-06 using MTLEI
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T−offset = 22:19:37.95508 UT
T−duration = 95 µs
t−step =    1.0 µs 
dh     =     50 m 
maxA   =   76.0 kA 
Charge Mom   =  63.30 C m
H1     =   6490 m 
Hm     =   6612 m 
H2     =   7090 m 
x0     =  28663 m 
y0     = −93900 m 
t1     =   10.7 µs 
t2     =   34.9 µs 
v      =  1.2e+08 m/s 
alpInd =   10.9
a    =    1.5
b    =    4.3
Fit values...
ρ =  2.94e−01
ρ
norm
 =  5.60e−02
Figure E.23: Model results for IBP-06 using MTLK.
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Figure E.24: line charge distribution of IBP-06 of all models.
Table E.8: Estimated parameters for MTL models for IBP-06 are listed. Pre-estimated parameters
are parenthesized. Parameters that came out from the model are underlined. Blank parameters are
not used by the corresponding MTL model.
MTLL MTLE MTLEI MTLK
x0 (m) (28663) (28663) (28663) (28663)
y0 (m) (-93900) (-93900) (-93900) (-93900)
H1 (m) (6612) (6612) 4990 6490
Hm (m) - - - (6612)
H2 (m) 7230 8000 (6612) 7090
Channel Length (m) 618 230 1622 600
t1 (µs) 10.9 10.6 10.9 10.7
t2 (µs) 36.0 34.7 34.9 34.9
v (×108 m/s) 1.6 1.3 1.3 1.2
λ (m) - 100 140 -
αind 11.6 10.7 10.6 10.9
a - - - 1.5
β - - - 4.3
A (kA) 22.1 65.7 59.9 76.0
P (C m) 62.0 63.1 67.7 63.30
ρ 0.291 0.296 0.290 0.294
ρnorm 5.55×10−2 5.66×10−2 5.61×10−2 5.60×10−2
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APPENDIX F: PHOTOGRAMMETRY
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This appendix will discribe the way of obtaining locations from high-speed video
frames and how to how to plot known locations, like LDAR2 source, on a video frame.
F.1 Mapping LDAR2 sources on video frames
LDAR2 points are given as Cartesian coordinates from a central site located at 28.538486111N
and 80.642633333W . Since video frames see a 2D picture, LDAR2 points should be rescaled to
show in video frames. Consider a Cartesian coordinate system (x′, y′, z′): x′ along east, y′ along
north and z′ along altitude located at the camera site, and the location of the return stroke (or the
reference point of the frame) w.r.t. this coordinate system is at (x′0, y
′
0, z
′
0) and a LDAR2 point
located at (x′, y′, z′) (Fig. F.1).
Figure F.1: Camera frame w.r.t. camera coordinate system
Considering the geometry of the horizontal distance of the LDAR2 point from the return
stroke location on the frame r′ can be deduced as follows.
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tan(θ′ − θ′0) =
r′
R′0
r′ = R′0 tan(θ
′ − θ′0)
r′ =
√
x′20 + y
′2
0
[
arctan
(
y′
x′
)
− arctan
(
y′0
x′0
)]
(F.1)
Figure F.2: Appearance of a return stroke and a LDAR2 point (green circle) on a video frame
Note that when importing cine format high speed video files into matlab, the origin of the
pictures coordinate system will be on the top-left corner (Fig. F.2). The axes represent the pixel
counts from this origin. Now we need to convert the above r′ and altitude values into pixel values
in order to plot LDAR2 points on the video frame. To do that, we have to covert pixels into real
distance. Considering the focal length of the camera lens is f , the object distance is O, Image
distance is I , from the lens equation,
1
f
=
1
I
+
1
O
However, for our case,f is 8 mm, and O is greater than 1000 m (usually several km). There-
fore, 1
O
can be neglected and f ≈ I . Hence the demagnification of the image isO/F . Considering
the number of pixels represents r′ is nx, and the physical size of a pixel is p,
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Figure F.3: Camera lens and image position
r′
nxp
=
O
f
nx =
r′f
Op
(F.2)
Combining Eq. F.1 and F.2 along with O =
√
x
′2
0 + y
′2
0
nx =
f
√
x
′2
0 + y
′2
0 tan
[
tan−1
(
y′
x′
)
− tan−1
(
y′0
x′0
) ]
p
√
x
′2
0 + y
′2
0
nx =
ftan
[
tan−1
(
y′
x′
)
− tan−1
(
y′0
x′0
) ]
p
(F.3)
Here we assumed that the vertical tilt of the camera is negligible as it could be zero or a few
degrees. As described earlier, LDAR2 points are given w.r.t. their own origin position. However,
Eq. F.3 is developed considering the origin as the camera site. Therefore, it is important to convert
the equation w.r.t. to LDAR2’s coordinate system(x, y, z).
According to the new coordinate system,
x′ = x− xc
All the other coordinates will follow this form, and the modified equation for nx can be
written as,
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Figure F.4: Location of the camera site w.r.t. LDAR2 origin
nx =
ftan
[
tan−1
(
y−yc
x−xc
)
− tan−1
(
y0−yc
x0−xc
) ]
p
(F.4)
where (x, y) represents the location of the LDAR2 pulse, (xc, yc) represents the location of
the camera, and (x0, y0) represents the location of the return stroke or the reference point. p is the
physical size of a pixel, and f is the focal length of the camera lens.
nx in the above equation represent the number of pixels along the horizontal from the ref-
erence point. The origin of an image is normally top left corner and the vertical pixel number
increases downward and horizontal pixel numbers increase rightward (Fig. F.2). If we consider the
reference point as (N0x, N0y) from this origin and the mapped pixel location of the LDAR point is
(Nx, Nz), then we can get the final equation for Nx as follows.
Nx = N0x − nx
Nx = N0x −
ftan
[
tan−1
(
y−yc
x−xc
)
− tan−1
(
y0−yc
x0−xc
) ]
p
(F.5)
Now consider converting vertical coordinates into the vertical pixel number Nz. Similar to
Eq. F.2, nz can be written as,
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Figure F.5: 3D representation of a video frame
nz =
r′′f
Op
(F.6)
where the distance r′′ is the vertical distance from the ground.
Then Nz can be written as,
Nz = N0y − nz
Substituting all the values,
Nz = N0y − r
′′
f
Op
Nz = N0y − z
′f
p
√
x
′2
0 + y
′2
0 + r
′2
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Substituting r′ from equation 1,
Nz = N0y − z
′f
p
√
x
′2
0 + y
′2
0 +
(
x
′2
0 + y
′2
0
)
tan2
[
tan−1
(
y′
x′
) − tan−1 ( y′0
x′0
) ]
Nz = N0y − z
′f
p
√
x
′2
0 + y
′2
0
√
1 + tan2
[
tan−1
(
y′
x′
) − tan−1 ( y′0
x′0
) ]
The above equation was developed with respective to the camera site coordinate system. We
need to convert it to the LDAR2 origin coordinate system. Following the same convention used in
equation 5,
Nz = N0y − (z − zc)f
p
√
(x0 − xc)2 + (y0 − yc)2
√
1 + tan2
[
tan−1
(
y−yc
x−xc
)
− tan−1
(
y0−yc
x0−xc
) ] (F.7)
F.2 Converting screen coordinates into real coordinates.
Let’s consider converting screen pixel coordinates into real coordinates. Consider that the
screen pixel coordinates (Nx, Nz) represent the location (x′, y′, z′) in the video frame w.r.t. the
camera coordinate system. As in the previous section, (N0x, Noy) represents the reference point
and (x′0, y
′
0, z
′
0) represents the real coordinates of that. Further, r
′ represents the horizontal distance
to the point of interest from the reference point.
Considering equation 2 and figure 2,
r′ =
R′0pnx
f
(F.8)
where the symbols have the exact meanings as described in Eq. F.2.
Considering the geometry shown in Fig. F.3,
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Figure F.6: Converting screen point into real coordinates
x′ =
√
R
′2
0 + r
′2cos (θ′)
=
√
R
′2
0 + r
′2cos[θ′0 + (θ
′ − θ′0)]
=
√
R
′2
0 + r
′2 cos
[
tan−1
(
y′0
x′0
)
+ tan−1
(
r′
R′0
) ]
Substituting r′ from Eq. F.8,
x′ =
√
R
′2
0 +
R′0
2p2n2x
f 2
cos
[
tan−1
(
y′0
x′0
)
+ tan−1
(
pnx
f
) ]
=
√
R20
(
1 +
p2n2x
f 2
)
cos
[
tan−1
(
y′0
x′0
)
+ tan−1
(
pnx
f
) ]
=
√(
x′0
2 + y
′2
0
)(
1 +
p2n2x
f 2
)
cos
[
tan−1
(
y′0
x′0
)
+ tan−1
(
pnx
f
) ]
To convert the LDAR2 coordinate system, use the x = xc + x′ format and Nx = N0x − nx,
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to get the final results for x coordinate,
x = xc +
√√√√[(x0 − xc)2 + (y0 − yc)2] [1 + p2(N0x −Nx)2
f 2
]
·
cos
{
tan−1
(
y0 − yc
x0 − xc
)
+ tan−1
[
p(N0x −Nx)
f
] }
(F.9)
Similarly, the y coordinate would be,
y = yc +
√√√√[(x0 − xc)2 + (y0 − yc)2] [1 + p2(N0x −Nx)2
f 2
]
·
sin
{
tan−1
(
y0 − yc
x0 − xc
)
· · ·+ tan−1
[
p(N0x −Nx)
f
] }
(F.10)
Now the equation for the z coordinate should be developed. From the Eq. F.6 and Fig. F.5,
r′′ = O
nzp
f
For this case, object distance O =
√
R20 + r
′2 and r′′ = z′.
z′ =
√
R20 + r
′2nzp
f
Substituting r′ from Eq. F.8 and nx, nz definitions,
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z′ =
√
R20 +
[
R′0p (Nx0 −Nx)
f
]2
(Nz0 −Nz) p
f
=
√√√√R20
{
1 +
[
p (Nx0 −Nx)
f
]2}
(Nz0 −Nz)p
f
=
√√√√(x′02 + y′20 )
[
1 +
p2(Nx0 −Nx)2
f 2
]
(Nz0 −Nz)p
f
Converting the screen coordinates into the LDAR2 origin coordinate system, we get the final
equation for z.
z = zc +
√√√√[(x0 − xc)2 + (y0 − yc)2] [1 + p2(N0x −Nx)2
f 2
]
(Nz0 −Nz)p
f
(F.11)
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